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19 On Special Honor Roll 10 FFA Boys Are
Top Excellent In
At Butler High School

HlitrH(, HKII 1 SHOWN

Day Contests
Final Report To Be Field
Will Represent West
District
Made On Schools Kentucky
At State Meeting

Nuieteen pupils of Butler Sen./. and Junior High School were
last
•the special honor roll
dx-weeks term. To be on the
epecial roll a pupil must have
IL is each subject.
On the .special roll were
UK Representatives
(Weil Alexander, Band•11
To Discuss Systems
ghambliss, Zelma Lou klerrod
Here Monday
and Eleanor Ann Jones, Junior
dam; Nancy Armstrong. Peggy
A final report on studies made
Sates, Jack Cook, Jean Creek- of the educational systems of
sur and Betty Holt, Sophomore; Princeton and Caldwell county
Katherine Hancock end Patsy by the University of Kentucky
Lockhart, Freshman; Peggy Hall, Bureau of School Service will be
Wanda Hawkins, Edith Hughes made When four members of the
eid Chloe Ann Winters, Eighth, Bureau meet Monday with the
and Reba Ann Call, Bobbie Can- Caldwell County Board of Edudler, Marlene Haile and Ronald cation, the Princeton Board of
Murphy, Seventh.
Education and the Citizens ComThere were 128 pupils on the mittee.
gegular honor roll. They are:
Expected to be here from the
Ruth Adams, Lillian Rae Barnes, bureau are Dr. Charles R. Spain,
Betty Jo Lester, Jacqueline Dr. Ralph Cherry, Dr. Leonard
Shoulders and Faye Young, Meece and Dr. Frank Dickey.
Senior class; Rosie Beck, Mary
The men will meet with the
Boyd, Connie Brasher, Kathleen county board at 3 o'clock MonCOI, Carolyn Croft, Wanda Sus day afternoon in the office of
Gray, Billy Joe Gresham, James Superintendent Clifton Cliff At
Hodge, Pat Horn, Betty Mayes, 6 o'clock they will meet with
Mary Virginia Meadows, Omry the city board at a (Winer to
Dale Meadows, Jo McCallLster, be served at Butler'Tfigh School
Bob McConnell, Wilma Prince, by Mrs. Earl Adams and her
Ann Quisenberry, Virginia Ran- home economics girls.
dolph, Rosemary Redd, Sara
The meeting with the Citizens
Riehie, Margaret Smith, Dorla Committee, composed of about
Dean Stallings, Howard Stone, 30 members, wil be at 8:30
Carolyn Thomas, Charles Wade o'clock in Butler additorium.
and Norman Ward, Junior.
The University representatives
Chester Castleberry, James have requested that all members
Cartwright, Hilda Defoe, Mar- of all groups be present at the
eelle Davis, Lucille Cook, Bil- meetings.
lie Joe Farless, Dorothy Felker,
Katherine Fraley, Betty Sue
Goodwin, Barbara G i b,s o n,
John Hart, Catherine Hopper,
Jams Mick, Sue Mitchell, Billy
Joe Pierce, Lois Stegall and
Daniel Thomas., Sophomore.
Heads Caldwell
Ralph Anderson, Claudio Ftnia
Sue B o y d, Estella Cochran, County Petroleum
Thelma Coleman, Mildred Gray,
Industries Committee
Martha Sue Gresham, Judy
Hugh B. Cherry, Standard Oil
Haile, Joyce Hollowell, Jo Anne
Jacob, Becky Jake, Bernard Company, was re-elected chairJones, Joan Mitchell, June Oates, man of the Caldwell County
Freda Oliver, Charles Phelps, Petroleum Industries CommitDoris Pierce, Jim Richie, Glenn tee at a meeting held with comRobertson, Joann Robinson, Dot mittees of six other counties
Russell. Sidney Wood Satter- Thursday night in Memorial
Hopkinsville.
fieid, Wanda Scott, Martha Jane Auditorium.
Other Caldwell committee ofStallins, Tommie Stephens, Joficers elected were Rudy L. Can(Pleas turn to Page Four)
trell, Gulf Refining Company,
vice-chairman, and W. L. Mays,
Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation, secretary.
Other chairmen elected were
M. W. McGrew, Hopkinsville,
Christian county; W. H. Cox.
Butler, Fredonia
Madisonville, Hopkins; J. I.
Moore, Kuttawa, Lyon; E. L.
Pupils To Participate
Adkins, Central City, IduhlenIn June Event
berg; Lowe Rose, Guthrie, Todd,
Two girl,: from Dutler High and Willard Lester, Cadiz, Trigg.
School and one from Fredonia
The group went on record as
FligA Sdbool will attend the third deploring Kentucky's 7-cent gasnewt Kentucky Girls State oline tax. Items endorsed inWeek June 16-18, Boyd Tall. cluded support of , a long-range
University of Kentucky, Lex- Kentucky highway plan, equitSera. The program is sponsor- able municipal taxes, eliminaed by Anserican Legion Auxil- tion of gasoline tax ovation,
free enterprise on any limited
Attendees will be Rae Mari- access highways built in Kenlyn Beck and Patsy Horn., But- tucky, intensive highway safety
ler, and Diane Carter, Fredonia. promotion, and repeal of the
Barham Williams is Fredonia federal tax on one and a hell
ahernate. The expenses of the cents on gasoline and six cents
girls are to be paid by the a gallon on oil.
Princeton Legion Auxiliary, the
Princeton Business and Professional Women's Club and the
fredosia Legion Auxiliary.
The girls were chosen by
faculty and student members of
the two high schools. Ti be "Most Orderly I Have
eligible to attend Girls State
Seen," Dr. Howard P.
Week, a girl must be completmg
Barss Says
Junior year at high
school and must possess out"The most orderly I have
standing qualities of leadership, seen" was the way Dr. Howard
sourage,
honesty,
character, P. Banta, experiment Station adocholarship and co-operativeness. ministrator of the Office of Extrorn the 200 girls attending periment Station's Research Dethet program two will be chosen ()ailment, U. S. Department of
to represent Kentucky at Girls Agriculture, described Western
Ration Week in Washington late Kentucky Experiment Substain the summer. All expenses of tion last week.
thew two will be paid by the
Dr. Bents, with Dr. Thomas
Rational American Legion Aux- Poe Cooper, dean of the College
diary
of Agriculture and Home EcoThe program is planned to nomics, University of Kentucky.
eve the girls a knowledge of inspects experiment stations all
Americas government through over the United States.
The inspections are to discover
*dual participation in election of
State officers and in carrying out what progress is being made,
their duties. There will be guest What lines of Investigation are
il2eakera, sight-seeing tours, in- being carried out, how the work
formal meetings, teas and an will help the interest of the
State, and the problems inleaugual Receptin.
volved. Economics value of the
work is also studied.
State Police Now
S. J. Lowry is superintendent
of the substation here.
Stationed Here

Hugh B. Cherry
Elected Chairman

Three To Attend
Girls State Week

Insoector Praises
Substation Here

Janes Marvin Darnell of the
State Polk. is now stationed in Workers Council To
Princeton. He can be contacted Meet Friday Night
Itecradli the sheriff's office or
The Workers Council of Ogden
iv telephoning 3967.
Memorial Methodist Church will
have a potluck supper at 7:30
21ra. Croce Better
o'clock Friday night, April 22,
• Mrs. Irby Cruce is better at In the church. Officers and teschkw home an Dawson Road after era of the Church School and
tumglii toore than two weeks.
class officers will be present

Contract Awarded
For Resurfacing
Caldwell Roads

Centre Vice-President
To Speak Here Sunday

14 Miles, Including
Wilson Whse. Road And
Highway 105, To Be
Improved

In July

Low Hospital Bids
Approved By Public
Health Service
Actual Construction
Expected To Start
By Middle Of May
Or First of June

The contract for resurfacing
Four members of Butler Hie'
Approval of low bids for conabout 14 miles of road in CaldSchool Chapter and six of
struction of the Caldwell Counwell county has been let, the
Fredonia High School Chapter,
ty War Memorial Hospital and
State Highway Department has
Future Farmers of America,
.innounced.
authorization to proceed immedwere rated top excellent in Field
, The entire contract calls for
Day contests Friday at Dawson
iately with drawing contracts
resurfacing 35.348 miles in CaldSprings.
with low bidders were received
well and Crittenden counties at
They are fills Johhnston,
this week by , County Judge
a total cost of $106,529.85. The
Burley tobacco; Billie Mitchell,
Clyde Wood from the U. S.
contract was awarded C,orum
orchestral instrument solo; MarPublic Health Service.
F,dwards, Madisonville.
Dr. McKay Stewari
shall Etheridge, pian o, and
Caldwell roads to be resurDr. Claire McKay Stewart, Contracts are being drawn
Claudie Boaz, vocal solo, all of
faced are the Wilson Warehouse new vice-president and public now and actual construction will
Butler, and Glenn Thomason,
road, a continuation of N. Jef- relations director of Centre Col- start about the middle of May
poultiy; Henry Conway, dairyor the first of June, Chairman
ferson street, 10 miles, and Highing; William Phelps, beef catlege, Danville, will discuss
way 105 from Highway 91 to "Learning to Live" at regular Thomas J. Simmons said. Aptle; Henry Conway, livestock
proval of the application for an
Farmersville, 4 muse, County
co-operative; Thomas Jones,
services, 10:45 o'clock Sunday
emergency loan from the ReconJudge Clyde Wood said. "We
corn, and chapter, Chapter
morning, April 24, in Central
struction Finance Corporation is
have not been notified whether
Newsletter, all of Fredonia.
Presbyterian Church, the Rev.
expected by the end of this
the surfacing will be high type."
Top excellent winners will
David W. Schulherr, pastor, anmonth, he added. Final letting
Judge Wood added he is exrepresent West Kentucky Disnounced. This is in observation
of contracts will be made on repecting contracts to be let for
trict in the state contests Jul
of Centre College Day at the
before
too
long
other
roads
ceipt of this approval.
Louisville.
28-30, in
church.
The loan requested is $60,000
Fredonia members Who were
Dr. Stewart, formerly field dibut only that part of the amount
rated excellent, though not top
rector of the Restoration Proactually needed will be borexcellent, were Joe Francis,
gram for the Central Presbyterrowed, Mr. Simmons said. He
farm shop; Charles Vinson, hogs,
ian Church, U. S. A., will meet
added the money will not be
and chapter, Secretary's Book:
Sunday with a committee of
borrowed until it is needed in
Fredonia, entering 21 of 27
the church to discuss the relation
the construction work.
contests, placed third with la toConcert Will be
of a Presbyterian-sponsored col"This money is being borrowEverett Wilson, lett, and H. W. Nichols grin with pleasure as
tal of 101 points. Nebo, Hopkins,
lege to Presbyterian churches.
Presented May 14
ed
from RFC only until an adwas district winner with 106, they display a string of 40 crappie caught recently near VFW out
The committee is composed of
ditional bond issue can be voted
In Lexington
and Lyon County was second post on Kentucky Lake. The total weight was 40 pounds
G. W. Towery, chairman, Mrs.
with 104.
Nine Butler High School pupils Carrie Morgan Hodges, William here," Mr. Simmons said.
Estimated cost of the hospiStrawberries Damaged
Butler members who were
will take part in the All State L. Nichols and David Alexander.
rated good were Edward Neal,
Chorus conceit Saturday, May
By Tuesday's Frost
Monday Dr. Stewart will tal is $403,328, of which 3130,109 will be supplied by the fed.:orre Wyndal Hail novelty inStrawberries were damaged 14, in Lexington. Members of speak at Butler High School
eral government. About $34,009
strument, and chapter, Chapter
considerably and grapes slight- the chorus, composed of approxiwill be available from the State,
Newsletter. Fair rating went to
ly at West Kentucky Experimeat mately 700 voices, are selected
contingent on a Court of Appeals
Floyd Dunbar, hogs; chapter, City And County Pupils
Substation after a heavy frost from high schools all over the
ruling on a suit now before it
Secretary's Book, and chapter,
Tuesday morning, it was report- State on the basis of previous
Have Three-Day
as to whether State aid may be
Treasurer's Book.
ed by W. D. Armstrong, horticul- experience and music records.
given to nonprofit hospitals adVacation
Butler entered 11 of the 27
Representing Butler will be
turist. Apples and peaches were
ministered by boards of Churchcontests.
Pupils of Princeton and Cald- not hurt, he said. A. M. Harvill, Joyce Dearing, first soprano;
men.
Other Fredonia ratings were: well county schools are having official weather recorder, :e- Nancy Cardin. mezzo-soprano; Slightly More Than
Federal funds will not be
Good, Arnold Wigginton, home a three-day vacation this week ported the temperature of 26 Nancy Glen, first alto; Dorla
Hail $850 Goal Is
available until the hospital is
(Please turn to Page Pour)
Dean
Stallins,
second
alto;
Gene
degrees
Tuesday
morning.
while teachers are attending the
Collected
one-third complete, Mr. SimCroft and Harold Price, first
annual meeting of the Kentucky
With some returns still to be mons said.
Man Dies Of Injuries
tenors;
Bill
Price,
second
tenor;
Educational Association in Loumade from county schools and
"We are urging the payment
Frank Pool, first bass, and Joel
Received When Hit By
isville.
other organizations, money col- of pledges as rapidly as possiStallins, second bass.
lected in the Easter Seal cam- ble," Mr. Simmons said. "They
Classes, which were dismissed
Car On Eddyville Road
The chorus will be directed by paign
for crippled children is are to be paid to Mrs. Leona
Irrie E. Lee, Russellville, died at the close of school Tuesday,
Roy V. Hilty, Bowling Green,
$462.90, Dr. Robert W. Gordon, Averdick, in the circuit clerk's
in the Princeton hospital about will be resumed Monday morn0. Practice sessions will begin
chairman, said Tuesday.
Award Is4Sponsored
office. Under the government
2:30 o'clock Saturday morning, ing. Nearly all the teacifers of
May 12.
Of this amount, $70.15 was plan of financing, it is imperaApril 16, of injuries received both systems are attending the
By Beta Sigma Phi
announced
from
made
meeting,
it
was
by
the
sale of lilies in tive that unpaid pledges be colwhen he was struck by an autoFishing Is Discussed
Chapter
Princeton Saturday by girls of lected immediately."
mobile about 8 o'clock Friday the offices of the superintenthe Y-Teen club, Butler High
Selection of the First Lady of At Kiwanis Club
Work on the sewer tine to the
night. The accident occured dents. Many of the teachers of
Favorite fishing haunts, baits School, under the direction of hospital site was started Monday
when Mr. Lee, who was walk- county schools whose terms The Year 1948 in Princeton is
under the supervision of Sam
ing along the Eddyville road are finished are also in Louis- being sponsored by the Prince- and lures were discussed by Mrs. J. L. Walker.
Pupils at Eastside School con- McConnell, superintendent
ton chapter of Beta Sigma Phi. Kiwanis Club members at Wedabout one mile from Princeton, ville.
Dotson
School
Teachers from
The choice will be based on ac- nesday's meeting. Some favorite tributed $35.05. Mrs. Paul Cun- public works.
stepped in front of a car driven
by Sam Ratliff, Sheriff Otho are attending KNEA, which is complishments in cultural or fish stories were also told. The ningham was in charge of colwork, home -making, next meeting will be at the ections there.
Towery said. Mr. Ratliff was being held at the same time in church
The goal this year was $850, Butler Pupils Help Index
businest or other outstanding Princeton Hotel.
exonerated of all blame, the Louisville.
One
of
the
speakers
at
KEA
slightly
more than half of this Books At Coon Library
community activity.
sheriff said. Mr. Lee's body was
being collected, Dr. Gordon said.
Rebecca Jake and Ralph Anreturned
to Russellville for will be Vice-President Alben, W. She will be chosen by secret
Barkley. Others will include nominators, civic leaders of the
"I want to thank the Y-Teen derson, Butler High School
funeral services and burial.
Alexandra
Tolstoy, community, and her name will
Countess
girls, Mrs. Walker, and Mrs. pupils, volunteered to give part
daughter of the late author, Leo be announced Thursday, April
Cunningham for their help," the of their spare time to help index
Mrs. Margaret 28.
Tolstoy, and
(+adman said.
volumes at the George Coon LiChase Smith, Republican United
"We are sorry we could not brary, Mrs. Allison 'Akin, memThe first Lady will be a guest
City Sells Record Number get our goal this year, but every ber of the library board, POStates senator from Maine.
of the chapter at a banquet
cent contributed is appreciated ported. Many books were inSaturday night, April 30, in
Of Auto Licenses
and will mean a great deal to dexed through their efforts, Mrs.
Hopkinsville, when bath Prince4 New Members Join
This
Year
the crippled children of the Akin said.
ton and Hopkinsville chapters
All Are Children
N. B. Cameron, owner, was
Tr -County Artificial
State," Dr. Gordon concluded.
are initiated into full memberOf Cecil Peck,
granted a permit to remodel the
Breeding Association
Quartet To Sing
ship id Beta Sigma Phi.
Ben Franklin Store building. The To Have Fellowship Dinner
The quartet from Duvall's
Sand Lick Road
Four new members have signCommittee of Beta Sigma
front
will
be
porcelain
on
steel
The men of Ogden Memorial Chapel will present a song servFive children of Mr. and Mrs. ed with the Tr -County Artifi- Phi working on the First Lady •
Cecil Peek, Sand Lick Road, are cial Breeding Association. They project is composed of Mrs. over brick and an addition at Methodist Church will have a ice at 11 o'clock Sunday mornill of scarlet fever, it has been are Larue Newson and Lloyd Sam Steger and Miss Elizabeth the rear will be constructed of fellowship dinner at 6:30 o'clock ing, April 24, at Mt. Olivet
concrete blocks. It was neces- tonight in the church. Dinner will General Baptist Church, the
reported by the County Health Stone, Route 2, Princeton; A. H. Sholar.
sary to make written applica- be served by women of the Rev. 0. L Duncan, pastor, has
Department.
First Ladies of the Year are
Childress, Route 3, Princeton,
announced.
They are Wanda Lee, 15 years and Howard Bennett, Kuttawa. being chosen by chapters all tion application, describing the church.
old; Clarence Edward, 9; Gary Cows bred between April 11 and over the world, Miss Sholar remodeling, because the building
is
inside
the
fire
zone.
Wayne, 5; Brenda Ann, 3, and 18 belong to Ralph Hooks, Rre- said. They are recognizing woReport showed the sale of 692
Philip David, 14 months.
donia, 3; W. C. Thomas, Dawson men leaders, community by comThe Peek home has been plac- Springs; Norville Hooks, Fre- munity, Who have contributed city licenses for motor vehicles
ed under quarantine, Dr. W. L. donia; Pollard Thompson, K. B. most to community development for the current year. This is the
greatest number sold in any on(
Cash, county health officer, said. Jacob, Jim Morgan, 3, T. H. In one phase or another.
year, it was said.
Brown, L. H. Lowery, Charles
Ten percent of the money
"More people are dying of
An ordinance was passed MonTyrie,
W.
L.
Hubbard,
Melvin
P.
Movie,"Salt Of The
Dr. Brinson's Son To
day night by the council requir- raised in Caldwell county dur- cancer than ever before," Dr. W.
Adams and Vernon Burehett, all
ing open wells, cisterns and sim- ing the fund campaign of the L. Cash, county health officer,
Earth," To Be Shown
of Princeton; Malcom Boone, Fre- Have Midweek Program
A movie, "Salt of The Earth", donia; W. E. Minton, Cadiz, 3;
John R. Brinson, Shepherds. ilar openings to be covered American Cancer Society will said this week.
The most recent estimate of
will be presented at 7 o'clock R. C. Nichols, Marlon, and James. yule, son of Dr. and Mrs. Sum- securely and fixing a penalty for remain in
the county, Mrs. F. the U. S. Bureau of Vital StatisSunday night, April 24, in Ogden O'Daniel, Kuttawa.
mers Brinson, will be in charge violation of the ordinance. The
tics shows that approximately
Memorial Methodist Church, Dr.
of the program for the Midweek ordinance as a whole appers K. Wylie, chairman said.
This money is used to pay 191,200 American!: died of canSummers Brinson, pastor, anFellowship meeting at 7 o'clock elsewhere in this issue. The passnounced Tuesday. The film, Dr. C. H. Joggers Takes
Wednesday night, April 27, ih age of this rule arose from the transportation of patients to cer in 1947, he said. Final figures
which will take the place of the Pot-Graduate Course
Ogden
Memorial
Methodist recent drowning of Kathy Fis- clinics and hospitals and to help are not available until about 18
regular night worship servece,
Church.
The
program
will be cus in an old well in California. those in the county who are un- months after the end of the year,
Jr.,
Princer. C. H. Jaggers,
Councilman William G. Pick- able to buy medicines or other so complete 1947 figures will not
shows what one man did when
dentist, left Saturday to take followed by a technicolor travelering reported on a meeting he needed medical supplies, Mrs. be known until late Spring, he
he decided to follow the way of a post-graduate course in pert- ogue.
added.
and W. L. Mays attended last Wylie said.
the Lord, Dr. Brinson said. dontia at the University of MichKentucky, Mrs. Wylie said,
Hospital and doctors bills are
Friday in Paducah relative to
Everyone is invited to attend igan, Ann Arbor, Mich. The
Centre College Choir
promoting tourist trade in West- paid from the portion which has the only corker mobile unit
this service, he added.
course is sponsored by the Kelgoes to the State organization, In the world. It has the only
ern Kentucky.
log Foundation. Dr. Jaggers will To Sing Here May 1
cancer clinic approved by the
Mrs. Wylie said.
The 40 voice choir of Centre
be in Miehhigan two weeks.
Mark Cunningham
"If we kept every cent of the American College of Surgeons
College, Danville, will present a
UK
Students
Home
money for our county, and had in a Negro hospital, the only
Speaks At Rotary
concert at 7:30 o'clock Sunday,
to pay the hospital and medical cancer clinic approved by ACS
Mark Cunningham, governor- Game And Fish Association May 1, In Central Presbyterian For Spring Vacation
Among students of the Univer- expenses of the patients in the in a mental institution and the
elect of 161st Rotary District, To Elect New Officers
Church, the Rev., David W.
spoke on the recent dietrict
The Caldwell County Game Schulherr, pastor, announced. In- sity of Kentucky, Lexington, county who need assistance, the only annual course of cancer edconference at Tuesday night's and Fish Protective Association cluded in the program will be who spent Spring vacation here $1000 we hope to collect would ucation for teachers and nurses.
Kentucky was the find State
meeting of Rotary-Club. Den- will hold its annual meeting for "Adoramua Te," by Bach, and are Paul Cunningham who visit- not begin to do the job," Mrs.
ed his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wylie said.
to have every county organized
nis Hodge was honored for two election of officers Tuesday several Negro Spirituals.
Paul Cunningham; Dorothy Ann
The greatest percent of the for cancer control work, the
years of perfect attendance. Nor- night, April 26, in the offices
wood, Mrs. Dana Wood: Billy money goes to the -State fund first to have a cancer Symris Armstrong, Dawson Springs, of Dr. Elwood Cook, at 7:30 Recommended For Airport
was Sparks, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. and part to the national organi- posium for the medical profesweek
was visiting Rotarian Frank o'clock, H. B. Cherry, Club prestPrinceton last
Pool, Junior Rotarian, was pres- Went, announced this week. All named one of 69 towns in Ken- Sparks; Barbara Graham, Mr. zation. Each gift of $100 is put sion and the first to have a
ent, George Wilson, Ft. Collins, club members are invited to st- tucky Where new airports were and Mrs. J. F. Graham; Nancy In the Memorial Fund for can- Negro organization fully organized.
Col., was euest of Gordon Liman- *rid.
recommended by the Civil Aero- D. Hearne, Judge and Mrs G. cer research.
Members of ACS often say,
G. Harrelson; Marvin Poerotaky,
A short on the cancer camby, and Virgil Smith was guest
utics Administration.
Mr. and Mrs. Saul Pogrotsky, paign will be shown at the "cKentucky leads in two thinge
of Willard Moore. 'The next
Mr. and Mrs. Henry 0. Avermeeting will be in the Princeton dick spent Easter weekend with
Mr. and Mn. John F. Graham and Virginia Bowie Satterfield, Capitol Theater Sunday and —basketball and cancer control."
Mr. and•Mrs. Boyd Satterfield.
Monday, Mrs Wylie said.
Hotel
the former's mother, Covington. are in Louisville this week.,

9 From Here In
All-State Chorus

Teachers Attend
KEA Meeting

Easter Seal Fund
Reaches $462.90

First Lady Of 1948

To Be Selected

Store Building
To Be Remodeled

Five In County III
Of Scarlet Fever

Ten Percent Of Cancer
Fund Raised Remains Here
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ResolutiOns

By .G.M.P.

=MIER OF TILE ASSOCIATED PRESS—The Aasuciated Press 1• entitled exclualyely to the use for repubilatIon of all tha local news printed In title newspaper, as wall OA all AP newsdimpatcbes.
1011ALB&R KAIINTIICICT PRIM ASSOCIATION
KlaktHIOR NATIONAL EDITORIAL ASSOCIATION

E. V. Durling, who doesn't like
to see fat women in scanty bathing suits and play-pants wrote
the following in his column:
Round fat dames
Shouldn't play games.
Then an enraged feminine reader came back with this:
Men with hairy chests
Look better wearing coats and
vests.

It is noted that the annual casting in the future and believes
Clean-Up Week observance has it "an irresistable forte". Invesbeen lengthened to a two-weeks tigation by Pennyriler disclosed
period in some Kentucky cities there is no promise of profit in
and towns . . . and observation a radio station in Princeton, unhere indicates it would take much til it grows appreciably.
longer than that for everybody
*
*
*
torneys and county attorneys, felonies are who wants painting
done to have
Moving the Veterans Hospital
often reduced to misdemeanors in order their desire satisfied. Our favorat Outwood to Louisville
been
that fines can be assessed, thus providing ite painters began redecorating recommended by Dr. P. B.has
MagnuThe Leader office two weeks ago son,, chief Veterans Administrapay for the office holders.
The Leader is authorized to
finished yet!
It is a well known fact that a Negro ... and haven't
tion director, with 17 other "iso- announce the candidacy of Glov*
*
lated" institutions of the same •er J. Lewis for sheriff, subject to
who steals a few chickens is much more
An old friend, now resident in
the action of the voters at the
likely to get a prison sentence in Ken- Wilson, N. C., writes me anent kind going to other large centers. Democratic
Primary election, SatThis would be a blow to Dawson
tucky courts than is the criminal, often a recent observation about kale Springs, economically.
urday, Aug. 6. 1949.
greens
in this column: You ought
habitual, who robs a store or assaults a
*
*
• • •
*
to know that jowl-and-greens
fellow man.
We
admit
hate
it
to
but
some
The
Leader
is authorized to anmeans turnip greens. Yes, and I
. also am well aware that of all of the best read ads in the world nounce the candidacy of Hylan
The fee system makes it possible .
more, it puts the business right up to the the things they ought to eat, are those printed on paper match Mitchell for sheriff, subject to
books ... wives doing the reading the action of the voters In the
office holding lawyers, to make money my kids hate turnip greens most. to keep
up with their husbands' Democratic primary, Saturday,
*
*
*
by tending to lean toward the side of
wanderings.
Aug. 6, 1949.
The
Associated Prets and the
crime; hence law abiding citizens sum•
a
*
• • •
large daily newspapers of the
moned to serve on juries for the first State dealt almost completely
I see by the papers that Mr.
The Leader is authorized to
time often are shocked by what they around the recent District Ro- Forrestal has "occupational fa- announce the candidacy of Wilconsider to be gross miscarriages of tary Convention at Frankfort and tigue"; and would like to ask liam L. Jones for State Reprenothing appeared in print about what really busy adult male hu- tentative, subject to the action of
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Fee System Is Costly Folly
As is apparent all over Kentucky now
to many literate citizens, the Reorganization Act of 1936 could not accomplish for
many archaic Kentucky institutions what
it undoubtedly did for the outmoded
mehods up to then in vogue in operating
the State's business in a lax and costly
manner.
The present movement, to be voted
upon at next general election, which seeks
as its goal the calling of a Constitutional
Convention to revise Kentucky's worn out
Constitution should, on the face of abundant evidence, received the overwhelming
support of every adult who is in the least
Informed.
One of the worst relics of another age
with which we as a people have to contend is the fee system of paying public

officials.
Judge Ira D. Smith, of Hopkinsville,

an able jurist of long experience, made
the recommendation recently to the Constitution Review Commission at Frankfort that commonwealth's attorneys,
county attorneys and city attorneys, who
now depend upon a percentage of their
fees for remuneration, be paid straight
salaries. Judge Smith is right about this
for, if the fee system of paying public officials ever was justified, it was in the
state's early days before the volume of
business they transacted was anything
like so large as it is today.
The Hopkinsville circuit judge did not
go into reasons why he knows the fee
system to be faulty, or at any rate, his
reasons were not given publicity in dispatches of the Associated Press; but to
persons familiar with courthouse procedure today, they are glaringly evident.
He could have said that, since circuit
court sessions in some of our counties are
ao'devoid of profit for commonwealth's at-
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Insect
Damage

plant a BROADBENT HYBRID
Bred to resist pests and
- plant disease.
Ratliff Hdwe Co., Princeton
T. R. Akridge, Fredonia

The Constitution Review Commission
sits at Frankfort through this year and
in 1950, the Governor will make recommendations regarding changes which
have been found to be needed in our
outmoded Constitution.
The Constitutional Convention will
have, if it convenes, a tremenduous task;
but Kentucky will profit marvelously if
it is rid of many binding restrictions to
progress which cripple the State now,
largely because we are so prone to cling
to bygone customs and sentimental follies ... such as the little old red schoolhouse and the backhouse which stood
by it.

High Dams And Rockets
Residents of Lyon and Trigg counties,
viewing with concern the suggested Cumberland River dam which will create another Kentucky Lake, inundate Eddyville
and take from production forever a vast
area of rich farm land, have the sympathy of some millions of persons in this
country. Not mere mossbacks, either, intent on blocking progress, but sober
minded and sincere citizens who fear that
government planners, spurred by engiaeering and contracting firms with terrific overhead, will dam every stream in
the U. S. if a halt is not call somewhere.
Lyon and Trigg residents are not the
dole persons in the nation troubled about
the future of their land. In New Mexico,
we note in the Nogales, Ariz., Herald,
published by former Madisonville citizen
Hanson R. Sisk, the issue is cattlemen
and their cattle range versus the army
and the army's rocket testing grounds.
New Mexico cattlemen oppose expansion
Of testing grounds near White Sands in
the fear that 4,000,990 acres of grazing

ground, providing a livelihood for 2,500
persons, may be taken over for proving
grounds.
There are several angles to the situation, other than the defense angle. The
dislocation of 2,500 persons is no small
matter. And the nation is not in position
to give up casually any substantial area
of food-producing ground to military experiment which, however necessary, is
unproductive so far as feeding and clothing our vast population is concerned.
Testing of rockets so far has been done
for the most part on waste land, but he
experimenters now want more room—
more than is available in useless areas.
As a matter of ordinary commonsense, it
seems at this great distance, no productive land should be converted into a
rocket range until the value of the experiments in mind from both the military
and civilian 'standpoint, have been examined with great care by persons competent to weigh the issues involved.
—Madisonville Messenger
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Kentucky On The March

Making Kentucky The Pasture State
By Ewing Galloway
Hardy, persistent and heavy yielding.
"He who makes two blades of grass Establishes a thick, though shallowrooted
grow in place of one renders a service to turf of limited drought-resisting ability.
the State."
Responds quickly to fertilizer, particularIf Voltaire, who wrote the foregoing ly to nitrogen. Considered about three
line back in the 18th century, were in times as nutritious as any other grass for
Kentucky today he would see farmers beef cattle.
making vast fields of grass grow where
Timothy: Though timothy has always
aot a blade grew before.
been considered a hay grass, it forms an
In the 12 years since I came back to excellent, compact turf when pastured.
the State and went into farming as • Quick growing, easily established, ten(sideline for the spiritual kick I might der and palatable if kept grazed.
get out of reclaiming some of God's good
Brome Grass: Smooth brome grass is
earth and making grass and grain grow rapidly becoming one of the most popular
on it, the development of pastures all pasture grasses, especially in combinaever the State has been phenominal. And tion witt alfalfa. When seeded alone it
grassland farming will increase probably tends to become sod-bound or starved for
taster in the next decade or two than it nitrogen. That is why alfalfa teams up
bass in the recent past.
well with brome.
In west Kentucky seed dealers are sellSudan Grass: Sudan makes good suming carloads of grass seed where ten mer pasture same season as sown. Rerears ago the were lucky if they sold a lished by all livestock. Poisoning has
thousand pounds a year.
sometimes been reported after severe
Legumes have increased in popularity drought or frost, but only in exceptional
as rapidly as grasses. Ten years ago (lutes.
Union county, which claims to be the
Red Top: Grows well under a great
foremost agricultural county in the state, variety of conditions. The best wet-land
sowed 600 pounds of sweet clover. A tame grass. Red Top also does well on
wholesaler told me the other day that the soils poor in lijie. Its creeping habit of
Annual sowing now is around 60,000 growth makes coarse, loose tile.
rounds. Both river bottom and upland • Orchard Grass: Grows in shade. Used
4.rmers are using a mixture of sweet for hay in regions where timothy does not
r.liver and lespedeza to build up their do well. If seeded thick or with legumes,
id and at the same time to make ex- quality of hay is much improved. Makes
gOod pasture early and late in season.
'ant pasture.',
31 Fescue: Will grow on land too poor
'ere are popular pasture 'grasses listed
for other grasses. Makes winter grazing.
i: he order of importance:
i.,uegrass: Most popular of all grasses. -Not high in feed value.
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"CANCER"
TO
con—today.
JUST MAIL IT
generously as you
envelope
Give es
money order 10 on
ioccl
Your'heck or
to"Concer",oars of your
Ameri•ddreesorl
the
to
delivere4
poet *flies, wilt he *flies P yoor state.
Society
Cones,
can
•theapar 'woo
t00% or
MAKI.
VATS

cort

Give and keep giving to help science defeat the
disease
that strikes, on the average, one out
of every two
homes in America. Say to yourself...here is
life-giving
money to heip those stricken by Cancer to live
again.
EVERY NICKLE AND DIME I give helps support
on
educational program teaching new thousands
how to
recognize Cancer and what to do about it.
EVERY QUARTER I give helps set up and
equip new
research laboratories v.here scientists are
dedicating
their lives to find the cause—and cure
of Cancer.
EVERY DOLLAR I send helps buy new
equipment,
establish new facilities for treating and helps
curing
Cancer, both still pitifully scarce in this country.
Guard thaw you love! Give to conquer
Cancer!
AMERICAN CANCER SOOETY

Morgan's
Bodenhamer's
Sears Order Office
Sula and Eliza Nall
C. A. Woodall Ins. Agency

Hodge Motor Sales
Hamby Electric Service &
Supply Co.
Corner Drug Store
Princeton Creamery
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The Blue Gnus 4-11 and
Utopia Club fat lamb show and
sale will be held at Lexington
June 18, it is announced from
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
the College of Agriculture and
College of Agrioulture and
Home Economics at Lexington.
Home Economics
There will be rings for pens of
ity R. A. allabry
1.11.11.11.1iiiiii1111..IMUIV111111/11111.11111U11111.1.111.0111111111
15 lambs and for individual
• lambs.
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Beets, Carrots and Turnips
Beets, carrots ana turnips are
There has been quite a bit of
pared to corn yield on untreated
difficult to grow, judging from
discussion about the need of ferareas.
complaints about them. A general
tilizing with some of the minor
As a result of these tests we
complaint is that they "grow to
elements such as magnesium,
would assume , that farmers
top" and make no roots worth
iron rnaganese, sulfur, etc.
would not receive additional
while.
In 1448 three tests in different benefits from
buying fertilizers
The fault is in their fertilizing,
areas of the State were run us- containing
these elements and
using too much manure, or using
ing these minor elements under applying
them to their crops.
manure exclwavely, o: using macorn The results of the tests
According to soil tests run on
nure that la fresh. Manure conshowed no significant differ- soil
from a number of farms in
tains a great amount of nitrogen,
ences in the corn yields from ad- The county
it is doubtful that apcompared with the other two
elements
as
cornthem
of
dition
plications of additional potash
plant foods, phosphorus and
ferilizers on a lot of farms in
potash. But potash is the plant
the (-minty will give an increased
food that root crops most need.
benefits. Farmers who are thinkThe remedy would be for the year
in
ing of using some additional potlo withhold manure from the
ash should first have the soil
rows were a root crops in grown
tested to determine if there is
When fertilizer is used, it should
HO P KINSVILLE
a need for it.
be relatively high in potash, as
"DOES
IT
uumr—Polly
May, 5, looks askance at brother Rich- 4-12-8 or 3-9-6.
The same fertilizer mixture of
minor elements was used in six ard May's bandages at Van Nuys Receiving Hospital at North
Another complaint is low stand,
shop
experiments in the State under Hollywood, Calif., following mishap in which two tots fell from particularly of beets. There the
Burley tobacco. The test showed back seat of family ear as father Harry May backed from drive- fault is planting too deep. What
way. Richard is 4. The two were treated for cuts and bruises. (AP
practically
no difference
is not generally understood is that
in
quality or yield on treated and Wirephoto)
a beet "seed" is not a seed, but
untreated areas.
a seed pod, and the seeds are minute in size. To have beets come
up in full stand, the seed furrows
should be filled by crumbling soil
for
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those lightly over the seed.
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
Another way to improve all
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceWomen's Wear
Authorized Dealer
A-Vireek Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader three would be to do thinning.
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re- Especially is this true of carrots
porters, shortly after the turn of the century. wrote them.
FERGUSON TRACTOR
and turnips, as their seeds are
"Not More, But BetApril 9, 1929. Ralph, the nine- cheerful with baskets of early small and sowing is too thick. As
AND
IMP.
COMPANY
ter Merchandise"
year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. spring flowers. During the af- soon as the first true leaves Put
PRINCETON, KY.
Lindsay Wells, of the Eddy ternoon, Mrs. Otho Towery and out, thinning should be done; for
-xclusively yours
Phones 3226 and 3140
Creek neighborhood, while dig- Mrs. Rumsey Taylor favored us carrots, one inch, and for turnips
Incorgoarated)
/
2 inches.
ging worms preparatory to a with musical numbers, which and beets, 11
The time of planting is as soon
fishing trip, Saturday, suffered were followed by a clever little
a serious painful injury when he impromptu program given by as a seed bed can be prepared. In
was accidentally struck in the Ellen Wood and Dixie Leonard handworked gardens, the rows
back of the head with a grub- Towery and little Jolly Satter- may be as close as 18 inches. The
bing hoe, in the hands of his field, dainty daughters and niece varieties are Chantenay carrots,
sister. Dr. W. L. Cash rendered of the hostess. Guests for the Crosby's Egyptian beets and
surgical attention, several afternoon were Mrs. Claude Purple Strap-leaved turnips. ,
sti.tctyis being necessary to close Wood and Mrs. Geo. Harrelson.
the ound.
Mrs. Towery was assisted in
• • •
serving a most delightful two
April 9, 1929. Miss Lucille 1101- course lunch by Mrs. Harry
sapple of Paducah, who has been Blades.
seriously ill of dyphtheria and
complications at Riverside HosOpen Daily at 1:00 P. M.
State Children's
pital is spending a few days
with her sister, Mrs. Melvin Art Show At UK
CONTINUOUS SHOWS
A Kentucky Ohildren's art exEra ck of this city.
hibit now is on display at the
• • •
pril 9, 1929. Arwin Carner University of Kentucky Art Galand Dorothy Tyrie were guests lery. The first statewide exhibit
of Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Carnes., featuring the art works of grade
school pupils ever to be held in
Bethany, Saturday night.
Kentucky, the display • includes
• • •
entries from children of the first
April 12, 1929. The following
grade through high school. Apnew officers of Princeton Lodge
proximately 200 entries have
of Elks No 1115 were installed
been received from children in
at the regular meeting Thurs13 Kentucky counties.
day night of last week: Phillip
Stevens, Exalted Ruler; L. R.
With the dollar or so you spend to have this prescription filled, you buy
Sutton, Esteemed Leading
millions of dollars worth of research and the time and work of many
Knight; Chas. Pepper, Sr., Esmen.
teemed Loyal Knight; Saul
One of the ingredients of your prescription is a new drug that is parPogratsky, Esteemed Lecturing
ticularly effective in overcoming skin infections. Its development a year
Knight; J. B. Lester, secretary;
HER VI
er two ago was the crowning achievement of a decade of study by a
Hobart McGough, treasurer: W.
group of research chemists in a midwestern laboratory.
EXCITING I
H. MeElry, tiler; and R. I. Rice,
Another ingredient, which likewise hinders germ growth, is a drug
DANGEROUS
trustee
developed out of research that originated abroad. It, too, made head• • •
lines when its discovery was announced a few years ago.
ra 12, 1929. Miss Henry
The third ingredient is a new water-soluble ointment base that has
ise Pickens is now serving
the ability to penetrate tiny cracks and crevices of the skin.
the trade at the Wylie & McYour pharmacist skillfully combines these ingredients
. the new
Clelland drug store; her place
germicide, the drug from across the sea, and the water-soluble base;
in the ticket booth of the Savoy
With the art that is his, he prepares a smooth, greaseless ointment,
Theatre, being filled by Miss
Iblkming the prescription written by your physician.
Edna Morgan.
eaSMOAT
s
DR/WIVai
.
In the finished prescription you purchase a truly priceless gift of
• • •
science ... the science of pharmacy, chemistry, and medicine that went
Want easy, smooth handling
Apra 12, 1929. On Tuesday,
— not for just • couple of
hitn the research, development, and production of its ingredients.—
March
26th,
the
members
of
the
hundred miles — but right
R•praesdinaw a cokyriglasd advenissmsni published by Paike, Davis tlf Company,
As You Lilke It Club were
from one lube job to the next?
Drina 31, Afsclugazt.
welcomed at the home of Mrs.
We've got your answer in
Marfak, the tough, longerHenry Towery, on Washington
lasting
chassis lubricant that
Street, vehere there were most
sticks right to the job fighting
delightfuly entertained by Mrs.
wear
and
friction. Applied by
Phone 2026
Roy Towery. The rooms were
chart, never by
chance. Let us
wia
give your car
SYDNEY GREENSTREET
that "Marfak
feeling." Stop 0....44aerew
EEO GENN
in today!
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4-H Club Members
To Go To Europe

Fix Up Clubroom
In School House

A dream of members of the
Two 'Kentucky 4-H Club members will be among 27 young Temple Hill Homemakers Club
men and women from 20 states In Barren county was realized
to spend the summer in Europe, last month when a clubroom was
under an exchange plan to get fixed 'up in the old Temple Hill
young people acquainted with school house. Walls and woodthe problems of various coun- work of a large room once used
as a study hall were painted
tries.
and papered, draperies hung and
Alice Marie Word, of Christian
furniture installed. Kitchen
county, will go to Denmark and
equipment will be placed in one
Charles Cousins Basin, of Jefend. The Temple Hill club had
s
ferson county, will go to France.
become so large that it could no
They will live and work on
longer meet in private homes,
farms.
according to Home Agent MildMiss Word le a senior and red Mum.
Bastin a freshman in the College
Elsie Clausen, Oldham
of Agriculture and Home Eco- and
nomies, University of Kentucky. ounty.
Members of Kentucky 4-H
Clubs to attend the National 4-H
e
Camp in Washington in June are
Tony Cocanouger, Garrard county; Dale Stahl, Wisp-en County;
Elsie Marie Isaacs, Clark County,

The dream of every
young couple -- a
new house and a
new car. Yet, If some.ine is injured
by
either, both can be:
lost. Why take chances
when insurance through this agency can
protect you.

MARKCONIN61/441
COMPUTE INSURANCE

SERVICE

In WIIf MAAIIII SI

.

News From The Past

H. C. P'POOL

Why It COSTS YOU LESS
FOUR LEAP Pow.
tiered Rock Phos•
phate ts the rusturnl.
non • acid phosphate
that costs less per
phosphate unit, and
!
c
staesin the soil inns.
•ble form until utcd

Prescriptions

L

Phone 2075

RHOS HATE by "'"."
Finn perw•nte sn•d• on is.

Write To

UG STE

Thomson Phosphate Co.
407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, Ill.

OMR

TODAY and FRIDAY

* Open Daily at 1:00 P. M.
-1e
)1- CONTINUOUS SHOWS

SUN. & MON., APR. 24-25

She had the
TOUCH
titeems`) of a
ARFAK
1
(e....
TIGRE

YOU BUY A GIFT OF SCIENCE

MacMURRAY
Madeleine

CARROLL.

WILLIAMSON DRUG CO.

,FAK
-41"7"1

CLAIRE TREVOR

Cummins Oil
Co.
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LEON AP.PS

A0,0TA
(1 FFAit
Added!
DONALD DUCK
CARTOON
WORLD NEWS
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CHIMES "BUDDY" ROGERS
RITA JOHNSON
LOUISE ALLBRITTON
ALAN MOWBRAY

*004/
006
,..1evister%
t.love‘t1

.4010

WM.

SATURDAY, APRIL 23

TUES. & WED., APR. 26-27
L.AYU INHOTT/14
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YOU'VE
LIVED...

00.6
4
61
TO.g.
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46
Shedsb•Inse Chterseples slehreen Sedan

...AND CUT COSTS
EVERY MILE YOU DRIVE
Studebaker's sum total of
value is "some total"
New derorator-f•brit uphoisteries • New
Nuts calms•Self-adjusting tseskes• V•ri
•bie r•tio "ern-adieu...4e' steering •Pon
mimic vision •Sesta centered between the
modes•Low. renter of et•vity • Mare proof
-black haht" enstrument dish! • Automatic hill bolder—available a,, Chamnion•
at slight added Cost. but standard on other
models • Automatic overdrive. Clime titer laratsmt sad vent dat Inc white side
nil tire• and wheel Piro rings or Alert
St optional at estr• cost on all models

economy speaks out to everyone
OPERAT1NG
from every graceful, low-swung line of every
new 1949 Studebaker.
You don't sees trace of gas-wasting excess poundage in a new Studebaker's Right-streamed structure.
Studebaker's an all-out thriller of a car in sparkling performance, too—a marvel in restful ride—
easy to park—easy to maneuver in tight traffic.
No other automobile dollar buys you what •
Studebaker dollar does today. Studebaker's out
ahead in dreamlined modern style—in timely new
thrift—in wear-resisdas craftsmanship!

Robinson Implant Co.
Hopkinsville Road

Dial 2053

.
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PAY /NOWAY
SAYS THERE'S NONE
BETTER THAN
NUNN-BETTER!

UNDER
STARS

NUNN
BETTER

'Pt 71taJ4

with his horse
TRIGGER and
JANE FliAzEE
ANDY DEvINE

T.

Ar

st$01.

will. JAMES

aft. tt
ailr BEIP"

GLEASON "DIGGER" O'DELL

BOISMASY DeCASAlt
BILL GOODWIN

Added Attractions!
NO. 9 "SUPERMAN" — BUGS BUNNY COMIC

Plus!
SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS

POULTRY, FEED
• or BABY CHICKS
• for GROWING FLOCKS •
• for LAYING HENS
FEED NUNN-BETTER
ALL THE WAY FOR
BIGGER POULTRY PROFITS
044.1N44-1111T7INt AN Mash
.
I. weds by Am SAIlliors et
NU0414-11INTlit AN Purpose
Use Whose Howe.
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE rr iporatIon, which may be in potLender Congratulates
ORDAINED AS FOLLOWS:
session as owner, lessee, ageM
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Ward,
Section 1001. UNCOVERED or manager of any land which
City Hall
(Continued from Page onto
FIRST CHRISTIAN
2, Princeton, on the arRoute
unan
therein
thereon
or
has
CISTERNS,
SUB-SERWFI T 9,
Council Chambers
Bible School, 9:45 o'clock.
anne
Ward, Wayne White, MarEdward,
James
son,
of
a
rival
subor
cistern
well,
FACE TANKS: MAINTEN- covered
Morning Worship, 11 o'clock.
April 18, 1949
tha Wilson and Earl Wood,
Jr., Thursday, April 7. The baby
CYF, 8 o'clock.
WHEREAS the keeping, per- ANCE, PERMITTING AND surface tank shall permit, keel)
Freshman.
uncovered well,
weighed 10 pounds.
PROHIBITED; or maintain said
mitting and - or maintaining an KEEPING
Ken Barnes, Donna Boitnott,
• • •
cistern or sub--surface tank un- CUMBERAND PRESBYTERIAN
Wilma Brandon, Janice Brinkuncovered well, cistern or sub- PENAL'rIES:
SlusT.
William
Mrs.
Mr.
and
less the surface opening thereto
There will be preaching services
No person, association of per- shall be smaller than four (4) at 11 o'clock Sunday morning, ser, Route 1, Princeton, on the ley, Mickey Cravens, Gay Evans,
surface tank is hazardous to life
sons, partnership, firm or cor- inches in diameter or is covered April 24, in the church.
end person;
birth of a son Tuesday, March Jeanette Futrell, Peggy Guess,
Hammond,
as hereafter set out. For the
22. Benjamin Theron weighed Sue Guess, Billy
'Marion Hine, Sarah Hogan, Bobpurpose of this ordinance, any LAMASCO
eight and a half pounds.
by Hogan, Francis Hopper,
• • •
well, cistern or sub-surface tank
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin H. Hall, Becky Humphries, Shir Icy
silall be deemed to be uncover- preach at 11 o'clock Sunday
312 Cherry street, on the birth Kemp, Ruby Lear, Donald
ed if the covering thereof will morning, April 24.
of a son, Tommy Eugene, Tues- Lewis, Billy Mick, Marilyn Milat
of
weight
the
support
contributed
eveyone
not
who
thanking
of
method
this
I take
day, March 22. The baby weigh- ton, Betty Sue Mitchell, Don Patleast five (5) hundred pounds MT. OLIVET BAPTIST
terson, Patsy Quisenberry, Byto our comfort when our home was practically destroyed by
ed six pounds four ounces.
and is not securely attached to 0. L. Duncan, Pastor
• • •
ron Rogers, Rosezell Shelton,
said opening so that it cannot
Our regular monthly services
cyclone on March 26th, 1949.
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan A. Margaret Stallins, Clara Stebe easily dislodged. Any per- will begin at 7:30 o'clock SaturI also want to thank C. A. Woodall, Agent for the Conson, association of persons, part- day night, April 23. We will call Thompson, Route 3, Ferdonia, phens, Esther Stephens, Troy
nership, firm, or corporation our pastor for next year at that on the arrival of a daughter, Wilhelm and J. C. Wyatt, Eighth.
tinental Insurance Company for the promptness in paying the
Charlotte Akers, Becky Bell,
who violates any provision here- time. Sunday School will be at Thursday, April 7. The baby,
'Pommy Bishop, Joyce Boggess,
full amount of insurance I carried on my home. This bears
of shall be guilty of a misde- 10 o'clock Sunday morning, April who weighed eight pounds seven
Mickey Cunningham, Louard
meanor and upon conviction 24, and preaching will be at 11, ounces, has been named Nancy
out his slogan of staying and paying as I have known him to
Gray, Buddy Hillyard, Eddie
therof shall be fined not less o'clock. Duvall's Chapel quartet Carroll.
• • •
Hine, Martha Hodge, John Hopdo for over forty years.
than ten ($10.00) dollars nor will present a song service. Come
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Al- per, Joyce Jarvis, Evelyn Johnmore than one hundred (3100- and worship with us, for you are
len, Route 1, Cobb, on the birth son, Barbara Lowery, Charles
00) dollars and shall be further always welcome.
C. E. JOHNSTON
of
a daughter, Opal, Thursday, McClain, Billy Morse, Billy Ray
fined not less than ten ($10.00)
Apirl 7. The baby weighed seven Newby, Jean Paris, Steve Poldollars nor more than one hundpounds 15 ounces.
red ($100.09) dollars for evary
Joel Dobbins, University of
• • •
24 hours that the violation conIndiana, Bloomington, Ind., was
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph E. Hooks, the weekend guest of his
John S. Campbell
tinues.
mothFuneral services for John S. Route 3, Fredonia, on the arrival er, Mrs. Emery E.
This ordinance shall become
Dobbins.
effective immediately upon pass- Campbell, retired school teacher, of a son Sunday, April 3. The
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Todd and
who died at his home in the baby, who weighed eight pounds daughter, Hopkinsville,
age and publication.
spent the
Hopson
Store
four
community
ounces,
been
named
has
Sunday,
All ordinances or parts of orweekend with Mrs. Todd's parApril
17,
were
held
Ralph
Monday
Michael.
at
ents, Mr. and Mrs. William Pickdinances that conflict herewith
• • •
Lamasco Baptist Church with
ering.
are hereby repealed.
the Rev. Z. Cannon, officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence B.
Duly adopted this the day first
A native of Lyon county, Mr. Carter, Route 1, Princeton. on
above written.
Campbell was born in 1875. He the birth of a daughter Bonnie
Dr. W. L. Cash,
was the son of" the late Peter and Kathleen, Monday, April 4. The
Mayor
Mary McCormick Cannon Camp- baby weighed seven pounds.
A e.:ST:
bell.
• • •
Garland Quisenberry
Survivors are his widow; a son,
Mr. and Mrs. William Ray
City Clerk
of Arizona; and four sisters.
Groves, Fredonia, on the arrival
Special
lte
Burial was in Friendship ceme- of a son Tuesday, April 12. WilLow
tery, Lyon county.
liam Ray, Jr., weighed eight
Miss Neva Hogan left last
Price
pounds.
weekend to visit friends and rela• • •
444
TO
. RELNA/1/7
tives in Detroit, Mich. She plans Staff Sgt. M. J. Rogers
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James D. Hodge,
Funeral
services
for Staff Sgt.
to visit in Canada while she is
Marvin J. Rigers, son of Mr. and Jr., Princeton, on the birth of a
gone.
Mrs. Bud Rogers, Cerulean, will son, Robert Wayne, April 19, at
USE
be conducted
o'clock Sat- Princeton Hospital. Mrs. Hodge
NEVER MIND WHAT KIND urday, April 23,atin 1Morgan's
Fun- is the former Lana Rose Boitnott.
OF CEREAL YOU GET,MOM• • •
eral Home. Military burial rites
BUT BE SURE THE MILK
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Edwards,
will -be in the Rogers CemeAND CREAMS FROM
tery. The body of the soldier, who Roanoke Rapids, N. C., on the
was killed in action February 5, birth of an eight-pound son,
"Made to Walk On"
PRINCETON CREAMERY
J., M, April 13, at
1945, in Germany, will arrive in
THATS WHAT MAKES
Princeton by train early Friday Parkview Hospital. Rocky
Lustrous Fintsh—lough and Elastic
IT GOOD!
Mount, N. C. Mrs. Edwards is
morning.
Colon for Your DecororIng Needs
the former Gloria Koltinsky,
Goes Farther—Covers Bettor
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Loth 1.0,194N —Drws OvernrcIst
Livestock Market
For Floors or Linoleum
Both cattle and hog prices Koltinsky, Eddyville Road.
• More than
were on a par with last week's
3000 Tufts
Joiner Hardware Co.
market, and approximately the Stephens and son, George, will be
the weekend guests of Mrs.
same number of llveatock was
• Trimmed on 3 Sides with Fringe
Mrs. McKee Thomson, Mrs. H.
auctioned.
A. Goodwin and Mrs. J. D.
• Full Size Spread—Approx. Si x 105 in. ever.M11.
Thcimson's son, Goodwin ThomJimmie Butler, student at WilWhat• buyl They're so thrifty you'll want two—as the
son. and Mrs, Thomson, Georgliam and Mary College, Wilmara on. in two for• pair of smart matching draperies.
towp. Mts. Stephens and Mr..;
liamsburg, Va., spent spring vablue, dusty row, and yellow.
Goodwin are visitifig Mr. and Mrs. '
cation with his parents, Mr. and D.
-S. Nisbet, Louisville, this '
Mrs. A. G. Butler. He returned week.
to school April 8.
Was Genevieve Snider, LexMr. and Mrs. A. G. Butler ington, was the
Thursday night
were in Jackson, Miss., last guest of her sister,
Miss Patricia
week-end and visited Mr. But- Snider. .
Mrs. lee LEngellaardt, °weer
W. G. Wares& Elfp.
Alyce,161 PRINCETON,KY. ler's
sister, Mrs. Ir. E. Foster,
Friday night dinner guests of
and family. Mr. Butler's mother Miss Patricia Snider were Mr. and
accompanied them home for a Mrs. Lenual L. Blankenship,
Tait.
Greensburg, and Miss Genevieve
Mrs. H. S. Beviere, Paducah, Snider, Lexington.
W5s a guest recently of Mr. and
MW Helen Brown, Lexington,
flIrs. R. T. Humphries.
was the weekend guest of her
Mrs. Hugh Pritebord, Mayfield, parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. R.
visited Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Hump- Brown, W. Main street.
hries several days recently
Billy Glen Cartwright, San
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Davis, Pa- Diego, Calif,. is the guest of his
4
ducah, were visitors here Sun- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Glen Cart
day.
wright.

ORDINANCE

19 On Special

Al The Churches

I

lard, Geraline Scott, Elsie Sisk, chapter, Treasurer's Book: un.
Sue Stephens and 'Nelda Webb. classified for incomplete records"
James Goodaker, tobacco; Leroy
McNeely, sheep, and Robert Soy,
more, pasture improvement; en.
classified for technical error,
(Continued from Page One)
Improvement; Robert Seymore, chapter meeting.
Contest judges were from th•
piano, and chapter, community
dairying, fair, James Cartright Purchase District Federation of
public speaking; Bobby Askew, PTA and from the Department
Impromptu speaking; Albert of Vocational Education, Fr
Asher, novelty instrument, and fort.

10 FFA Boys

CARD OF THANKS
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For Complete Service, Insure With - - -

BUSCH CUMMINS INSURANCE
106 East Court Square

Princeton, Ky.

Dial 2825
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NE
Our Home Loans Are Safe
For You, and Economical
55

We have ample funds
to help responsible, locitizens refinance,
cal
build or buy their
homes. Our home mortgage loans are repayable
in s m a 11, rent-sized
mon t hly installments
that include a reasonable
interest charge, spread
over a convenient term
of years. Come in and see
how much money we can
save you.

ROOR ENAMEL

Princeton Federal Savings &
Loan Assoc.
Henrietta Hotel Bldg.

Phone 3225

JORDAN'S
GREATEST OF ALL
Trade In Event!

After Easter Clearance

e Monday
k
clocw
i'ch
, at w4ho

Not to write anything but proper protection in
adequate amounts . . . in strong old line comp-
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CHENILLE SPREADS
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It Is Our Policy ...

Deaths & Funerals

Beautiful Hobnail Design

NOT 1E,

Three ferrying@
flume., Van'
Top .. arm] V
ta you? They
start so that ti
are takes into
content" in es
Tall type legs.
detter fit
a

'Princeton's

411111•1•1•....

DRESSES
/
1
4
OFF

SUITS
/
1
4
OFF

See our beautiful array of dresses in all
styles and colors at reduced prices.

Reserve District N..

REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE

FARMERS NATIONAL BANK
OF PRINCETON DI THE STATE OF KENTUCKY, AT THE CLOSE
OF BUSINESS ON APRIL 11, 1943 PUBLISHED IN RESPONSE
TO CALL MADE BY COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY, UNDER SECTION 5211, U. S. REVISED
STATUTES

be found in our differ-

ASSETS
1. Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve
balance, and cash items in process of collection....$ 649,950.943. United States Government obligations, direct and
guaranteed
1,287,783.141
3. Obligations of States and political subdivisions
211,306.901
4. Other bonds, notes, and debentures
6,000.00
I. Corporate stocks (including $3,750.00 stock of Federal
Reserve bank)
3,750.00
O. Loans and discounts (including $438.89 overdrafts).... 739,980.60
7. Bank premises owned $20,000.00, furniture and fixtures $4.396.45
34.190.45
(Bank premises owned ars subject to $(none) liens
not assumed by bank)
11. Other assets
9,128.21

ent departments—

Ut.

Tailored

and

dress

suits in various materials... all a good buy.

COATS
/
1
4
OFF

Cliarter No. 3257

Other bargains can

Total Assets

02,631,371.24
LLAKILITIES

You'll marvel in our
wonderful values—

Beautiful spring coats can be found at Barnes in soft, feminine styles, exquisitely detailed and fashioned of wonderful fabrics in heavenly colors.

19. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
comporations
52.109.21/0_29
14. Time deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations
123,004.17
15. Deposits of United States Government (including
postal savings)
49,510.59
18. Deposits of States and political subdivisions
476,827.04
18. Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks, etc.)
887.31
19.
Total Deposits
82,780,185.39
34.

Total Liabilities

82,760,185.39

CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

25. Capital Stock:
(c) Common stock, total par $50,000.00
28. Surplus
27. Undivided profits
29.
Total Capital Accounts
30
Total Liabilities and Capital Accounts

3 60,000.00
75,000.00
48,085.85
$ 171,085.85
$2,931,271.24

11
MEMORANDA
31. Assets pledged or assigned to secure liabilities and for
other purposes
$ 780,000.00

Ladies'
Exclusive sv0e,
The IAopV.In

Store

COUNTY OF CALDWELL,
ssSTATE OF KENTUCKY,
/, Howard Rice, cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly
swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
HOWARD RICE, Cashier
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 19th day of April, 1949.
JESSIE N. SPICKARD, Notary Public
My Commission Expires Jan. 31, 1950.
CORRECT—Attest.
' R. 'T. Daum,
• R. IL•Kevil.
7
J. B. Lille!, Dileet,s'

As Much As$50.00 For Your Old Suite

Learn How Much Your Old Suite Is Worth!...
Here's the story ... Don't miss a word! Let as tell you how meek year *Id guile LI worths
Even if your old suite is 20 years old, the trade in apply. regardless et
esuditbsa.
Its worth dollars on • new suite. Than your old suite Into good HARD
CASH. Your eld uIW
will go a far way towards buying the greatest value ever from the
limed mewl complete Meek
et living room suites in our history. .. Don't fall to take advantage
et this Greatest ef al/
Trade-1n Recent! Limited Time Only!
Trade In Event! Limited Time Only!

t.

BEST VALUE!

LUXURIOUS LIVING ROOM SUITES!

All the newest styles built for years of service ... designed to beautify your
home. Full spring constructed, long wearing covers in fin* Velour, Mohair
and Wool Frieze. In a wide range of beautiful colors. Entire
stock included in this great eventl None reserved.

EXAMPLE: Regular Price
Less Trade-in Allowance

$198.50
50.00

$148.50

YOU PAY ONLY

A

Regular Price
Less Trade-in Allowance

$139.95
40.00

$99.95

14.91:E
R
Dreis

Enticing
ooloni:
and
printed
dress-up
wear.

/

YOU PAY ONLY
Living Room Suites Priced from 139.95 to 398.50

16,95
19,95

JORDAN FURNITURE COMPANY

22,95
25,00
29,95
35,00

(Incorporated I

Hopkinsville, Ky..

8th and Main St.

satilleteisi-

st

I,

'S
SI

37.50
39,95
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Kevil-Stevenson

Kroll, daughter of
and the late
Kevil
R.
Mrs J.
J.p Kevil, and Mr. Thomas D.
Stevenson, son oi Mr. D C Stevmarenson, of lienshaw, were
afternoon,
lied here Monday
a home
April 18, at 4 o'clock in
ceremony, which was solemnised by Dr. Summers Brinson,
before an improvised 'attar of
boxwo•si, smilax and Ailing ivy
and on each side with candelabra
roses and
and standards of pink
gladiolus.
given in marriage
'The bride,
by her brother, Ralph B. Kevil,
gabardine suit with
ore a grey
vy blue accessories and a corge of orchids.
Miss Kathryn Kevil was her
sister's maid of honor, wearing
Miss Louise

an aqua gabardine suit with
brown accessories and a corsage
of gardenias.
Mr. Robert H.Stevenson Louisville, served as his brother's
beat man. Gresham Pettit, Salem
and Gerald Shaffer, Henshaw,
served as ushers.
Misses Ann Kevil and Betty
Gayle Morgan, Mary Ann Kevil
and Joan Pettit Kevil, nieces of
the bride, were flower girls. They
were dressed in pastel colors and
carried white baskets filled with
rose petals.

Pre-nuptial music was furnished by George W. Pettit, playing "Cidair de Lune" during the
ceremony.
Guests were received by Mrs.
John Morgan, sister of the bride.
In the dining room, Mrs. Herman
Lowry, another sister of the

bride,

Wag

fruit punch,

in serving

assisted

cake and

mints by

sisters of the bridegroom, P.:rs. R.
U. Kevil and Mrs. Gayle Pettit.
Mrs. J. R. Kevil, mother of
the bride, wore navy blue sheer
and a corsage of gardenias.
Miss Ann Wilson Stevenson,

After the

reception, Mr. and

Mrs. Stevenson left on a wedding
trip,

their

after which they will make
home in Henshaw.

Attend Wedding
Out-of-town guests

attending
wedding
here Monday were Miss Kathryn
Kevil, Miami, Fla., sister of the
bride, Joan and Charles T. Kevil,
Cerulean; D. C. Stevenson, Henshaw, father of the bridegroom;
Miss
Ann Wilson Stevenson,
the

Kevil-Stevenson

sister of the

bridegroom;

Mrs.

Lafayette, Ind.,
sister of the bridegroom, and
Mr. Burgett; Robert H. Stevenson, Louisville, brother of the
bridegroom; Mrs. Jane Allison,
Louisville; Mr. and Mrs. Gresham Pettit and daughters, Susan
Gayle and Margaret Ann, Salem;
Miss Margaret Goodwin, Miami,
Fla., Mr. and Mrs. Jack Brown,
Ft. Knox, Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Lowry, Lexington; and Mr. Gerald Shaffer, Henshaw.
W. E. Burget,

NEW "3 V's" FOR BETTER FIT
AND LONGER WEAR
de

LIFE

cc.,
r

Holloway-McKinney
The marriage of Miss Nancy
Holloway, of Saratoga, and Mr.
John Owen McKinney, son of
Mr. and Mrs. George Richard
McKinney, West Main street,
took place
Monday morning,
April 18, at 8 o'clock at St. Paul's
Catholic Church, with the Rev.
Hoflich, of St. Louis, Mo., cousin
of the bridegroom officiating, assisted by the Revs. George Boehrncilcs, of Hopkinsville, and
Richard Clements. James Robert
Kevil and Willard Mitchell,
nephews of the bridegroom, were
servers and Mr. and Mrs Francis
Cotton were attendants.
The bride wore a light bhte

rt
bl•
ed
nts

NYLONS

ble
ead
T171
see
crui

\\
3225
Three farontw "V's" by Larkwoncl ... the already.
famoui Vamp-Tor ... the new as tomorrow VampTop .. arid Volu-Metric Control What del they mean
to you? They mean nylons that are knit from the very
start so that the shape of your leg, as well as the size
are taken into consideration-there's correct "volume
content" in every Larkwood far Small, Medium and
Tall type legs. Which, in turn, rives you a radically
better fit ... Amazingly longer Wear.
(Liss (.aisrs. Naas, Deniers)

$1.75 pr.

'Princeton's Flood Doparfososit Shoes

lie

LEADER. PRINCITON. KENTUCKY

o'clock. The double ring ceremony took place at the First
Baptist Cis ire', with .1-, '.•v
H. G. M. Hatler officiating.
Mts. Ernest M Sanders, sister of the oricle was matron of
honor, and Mr. Lofton Jones,
ism of the hridegroon wit
est man.
Oa era ascending the wedding
were Miss Helen Wells, cousit
of the bride and Mr. Earnest M.
Sanders, brother-in-law of the
bride. '
The bride wore a powticr hi .e
dress with navy accessories and
a corsage of gardenias. Mrs.
Sanders wore or-hid with black
accessories with a corsage of
yellow carnations Miss Wells
wore navy with a corsage of
zed carnations

Mrs. Chambers is a graduate
of Murray College and an alumna
of Butler High School where she
is now employed as commercial
instructor.
Mr. Chambers is a gradc.ate of
Cobb High School, a veteran of
World War xi, and is now enroled in veterans agricultural
school.
After a wedding trip through
Kentucky, the couple will be at
home in the Otter Pond section,
where Mr. Chambers will engage in farming.

Ireinelnl.-

ness University in 1945, after
which she has been employed
as a stenographer at the station
hospital, Camp Campbell.
The bridegroom is a graduate
of Lacy School in Christian
county, served in the U. S. Army
18 months with 16 months over
seas duty In Japan. While in
high school, Mr. Gates was an
outstanding player of basketball
since graduating has made fine
progress in baseball. For the
past two years he has been conthe Brooklyn
with
nected
Dodgers

chain,

and

was

sta-

last season at Three
Rivera, Canada. This season he
will be stationed at Newport
News, Ye.
After a reception at the home
of the bride's grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Gates left for their
trip to Newport News, where
they will make their home for
this year's ball season. At the
close of the season they gill return to Hopkinsville to make
their home.
tioned

EAUTY.REST Met
0717

BEAUTYREST... MADE ONLY BY
1
01r.

441:, SIMMONS

Have Easter Breakfast

The Young Adults of Ogden
Memorial Methodist Church had
an Easter breakfast at 7:50 o'clock Sunday morning In the
church. The program consisted
of appropriate music and devotional. Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal Is
Simon-Long
The wedding of Cpl. Harry director of the group.
Joe Long, son of Mr. and Mrs
Mr. B. T. Daum returned SunHarry Long, and Mrs. 7.4o1lie
Lawlor Simon took place at day from Buffalo, N. Y., where
the Old Post Chapel, rt. Sill, he visited his sister, Mn. J. J.
Okla., Monday afternoon, April Pugh, and Mr. Pugh. He was
accompanied by Miss Mildred
18, at 2:30 o'clock.
Daum, of Connersville, ml., wise
Mr. Dennis Saunders, U. S.
is a sister of Mrs. Pugh and Mr.
Army, rt. Sills served as best
Daum.
man and the bride was
given in marriage by Sergeant
Stoldt, U. S. Army, also of rt.

FIRE
INSURANCE

Sill.

The bride, formerly of London, England, has been making
her home with an aunt, Mrs,
Eliza Richardson, Lawton, Okla.,
where she owns and operates a
beauty parlor.
Corporal Long is stationed at
Ft. Sill with the U. S. Army
Band.
After a reception following
the ceremony, the couple left
via plane, for New Orleans, La.,
for a week's wedding trip.
Corporal Long's parents atsuit with matching accessories
and her corsage was of gardenias. tended the wedding.
She is an employe of the First
National Bank.
Litchfield Gates
The bridegroom served in the
Waynon T
Mr. and Mrs
Navy four years, after which Litchfield,
anHopkinsville,
he has been employed at Farm- nounce the marriage of their
ers National Bank. He was grad- granddaughter, Elisabeth Ann
uated from St. 1.01111 University, Litchfield, daughter of Hoy T.
St. Louis Mo.
Litchfield, Hopkinsville, and Mr.
After a wedding trip, the Thomas Franklin Gates, April
couple will make their home with 14, at the home of the Rev. W.
the bridegroom's parents.
E. Powell. The ring ceremony
• • •
was used, end the attendants
were Mr. and Mrs. Guy Drake
Boaz-Chambers
of Greenville, sister of Mr.
Miss Margaret Boar, daughter Gates.
of Mr. and Mrs. Byron B. Boaz, The bride wore a light blue
Princeton, became the bride of suit with navy accessories and
Mr. Robert Linesay Chambers, • corsage of gardenias. Mrs.
son of Mr. and Mrs. G. L Gates was graduated from NoyChambers, Princeton. on Satur- kinsville High School in 194-t
day afternoon. April la,. at 3:30 and from Bowling Green Rosi-

CALL SI
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Apt
Complete Insurance fterv.ce
III W. Market St.

$5950
MATCHING BOX SPRING-SAME PRICE
Be mighty "choosy" when you buy a mattress. After all, you sleep on it
one-third of your life- and a good mattress is mighty important to your
every day health.
Beautyrest is our recommendation. By all odds it's the best- and we've
seen many mattresses in our time. Come in during this special Beautyreat
showing. We'd like to tell you more about its 837 separate coils . . how
they work ... and compare them with the ordinary mattress coils. There's
a big difference.
Immediate delivery NOW!

BROWN'S FURNITURE STORE
Phone 3515

The Knothole Gang
scores standing up

THEM
ANYWHERE

WE SEND

II

ALTON 14. r
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Yes ... The Whole Town Will Be Talking About This Sensational

Coats-Suit and Dress Sale

worth.

Now is Your Golden Opportunity to t ake advantage of truly remarkable
savings at the some time, enjoy the finest of fashions and fabrics!
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DRESSES
Now/
2Price
1

One Group Skirts . . formerly
Gabardines, Checks and WOf- A marvelous chance to save on
5.95 to 16.95
steds, beautifully tailored to smart coat fashions. Save
Enticing colors: blacks, navys
and printed crepes. Casual or
wear now and into autumn • . • $17.50 to $25.00 on each coat.
dress-up wear.

50

COATS

SUITS

SKIRTS

14.95 Dresses $ 7.50
16.95 "
8.50
19.95
10.95
11.50
22.95
25.00
12.50
29.95
15.00
35.00
17.50
37.50
18.75
39.95
20.00

Now
3.90 to 10.90
GOWNS

One Group Jersey Gowns . . .
pink and blue lace trim
$5.95 values

Save $17.50 to $30.00 per

42.50 Suits

$25.00 45.00

'I

$25.00
29.95

aninot.

ris sr

65.00
69.95
75.00

29.95 49.95
35.00
55.00"
39.95
59.95
39.95
45.00 75.00 ts
'S

*Sea

0•••ensneauf• 3•eaffilanI TWO

SHIRTS
Men's $2.95
Boys' $1.95
BOXER SHORTS
Junior Sixes

45.00

$3.50

One Group Gowns, lace trim:
$3.95
$5.95 values
$14.50
$6.95 values
$7.95 and $8..95 values $610

42.50 Now

garment.

LA* hike, wit time you squint into that ball park sport one of the new E &
AM Mar Shirts. You caa proudly show who you're rooting for. 'cause your
aposeite ball club's name and symbol are boldly 01141011/11 all ever this esharfuk
Illeamy sport shirt. What's more, it's smart and sturdy for active fun, too. Mods
ad laugh 'a' ready Pacific reties that's Sanforised* for easy washing. There sow
Meta kw an major league teams ... so some on in. bring your pals and get set
flw the '49 season with E h W AR Star Shirts. Roe our mail arnw baser abbe*
Spo. in the same colorful baseball design.

29.95

HURRY! toys and gkis 17
rears and ands.. Get In on
the "All Stew Shirt" base
ball contest and win o hest
trip to the World Series
and a G•n•ral Electric
Model 811 television set,
installed, and otlior exciting
prizes! Entry blanks available here

$1.49
35.00
35.00
49.95

FINKEL'S FAIR STORE
"Where Your $ $ Have MOre Cents"

110111111111111111111011101111111111111111111111111111111111111111.111111111111111111116
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Pleasant Grove

Father-Son Plan
Good Way To Keep
Farm In Family

Thursday, Apr d

LL"LAK, eit,NLLioN. tkLNiuoci

By Miss N1a Wikon
Preaching Sunday by the pastor, the Rev. G. C. Meadows, was
well attended.
Some of our folks haveobeen
having a "swell" time. Among the
A
partnership arrangement
newest cases of mumps are Mrs
oetween father and son is a good
Rose Storms, Jerry, Connie arid
way to get the son started farm Keith Oden, Glenda Ann Rogers,
tag and to keep the farm in the
Mrs. Jim Fuller, Warren Jewell,
family, Days H. M. Young, Jr.,
Denzil Fuller and Garry Fuller.
M "A Guide to Father-Son
Mr. and Mrs. Waylon Rogers,
Terming Arrangements," pubMr. and Mrs. Aaron Rogers and
Bryant Oliver and family visited
lished by the College of AgriL. W. Rogers and family recentculture and Home Economics,
ly.
University of Kentucky.
Mrs. Rose P'Pool, Mr. and Mrs.
Such an arrangement provides
Johnnie Jones and daughters, Nacapital, lands equipment, livedine and Fannie Sue, Herrin, Ill.,
stock, experienced guidance and
and Mr. and Mrs. Aliver Doss,
ether items needed to start farmAdamsville, were dinner guests
ing.
,f Mrs. Zora Wilson and Mr. and
"It is a move In the right diper- Mrs. Clint Ladd. They also callWEEPS—Dozens
of
STATUE
rection to keep the home farm
flat ed on Miss Nola Wilson and Mr.
in the family," says Young, sons flocked to a four-room
and Mrs. Ratliff Rogers.
Shirwatch
to
N.
Y.
"and it provides a way for the at Syracuse,
Mrs. Waylon Rogers visited
Martin, 11, (above( kiss
farm to be continued as an ef- ley Anne
Mrs. Hugh McGowan Thursday.
the forehead of a broken plaster
ficient, going concern as the
Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff Rogers,
statue of St. Ann. They said they
lather approaches retirement.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Rogers and
saw what appeared to be tears
"Families need to face frankly falling from the statue's eyes. A children, Norman Ray, Vera, May
the problem of a father-son Catholic Priest called it an "ex- and Joan attended a birthday din44
'
Gothard's
traordinary occurrence." (AP ner in honor of Al
his home Sunday at SCHOOL STAGE FALLS IN 'QU\i
birthday
at
vey
Wirephoto)
Adamsville.
the wrecked stage of Puyallup, Wash., 1:11,;::
,.
had
farming agreements with reason
Mrs. Aubrey Croft has a new just left when an earthquake brought down the roof (April 13).
and foresight, and should not de- washer.
A grand piano and a ping pong table on which the boys were playbusiness-like
Rev. G. C. Meadows was din- ing are buried in the debris. Left to right: Einar Satrey, David
a
lay making
agreement. Delay too frequently ner guest at the home of Johnnie Thomas, and Conrad Shipman. The earthquake took a toll of at
least seven dead in the Pacific Northwest and damage was estimatis the cause of serious problems McCormick Sunday.
for all concerned."
Mrs. C. R. Overby recently en- ed in millions of dollars. (AP Wirephoto).
Different kinds of agreem.mts tertained with a Stanley party. met at the churchi Thursday afDawson Road
arc discussed and suggestions Refreshments were served to ternoon with Mesdames Ernest
made about making the farm Mesdames L. W. Rogers, Waylon Lacy, Leslie Ladd and Zora Wilpay and other problems of part- Rogers, Harold P'Pool, Graves son present.
Quinn
Newsom, Ovid Hart, Robert NewQuinn 4-H club had a record atsom, Willis Buster, Lucian Cluck, Mrs. Melton and Mr. and Mrs.
McGowan, Princeton, tendance Tuesday night, April 5,
Walter Poindexter, Luther P'- Stanley
Pool, Louie Cornelius, W. G. and Mrs. Ladd, Scottsburg, at- at the school building. There were
19 members, 19 parents, R. A.
Herndon, Kelly Prowell, Lynch, tended church here Sunday.
Mr. Taylor, of near Cadiz, Mabry, Miss Wilma Vandiver and
Hugh McGowan, Faye Herndon,
What to do for woman's oldest Otho Morris, Vellna Rives, Merl visited his daughter, Mrs. Carl the leaders, Mrs. Hopkins and
We Do All Kinds of Mechaniproblem, functional monthly pain?
Mrs. Crenshaw, present.
Keller, and Press Lilly, Misses Rogers, Thursday night.
cal Work on Cars and Trucks—
Many a girl and woman has found
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd and
Imogene and Dorothy Aldridge,
Harley Lowery, president, callthe answer in CARDUI'S 2-way hel).
Mrs. Zora Wilson visited Mrs. ed the meeting to order. The viceYou see, Caxota may make things Jimmie Cornelius and Nancy
Etta Pollard and family Sunday president, Junior Massey, led the
lots easier for you in either of two Carol Rogers.
club pledge and the salute to the
ways: (1) started 3 days before
Mrs. Waylon Rogers visited afternoon.
B. F. DILLINGHAM In charge
Mr. and Mrs. Desmond Hens- flag. Ella Mae Massey led the
'your time" and tak2n as directed
Mrs. Claud Storm Wednesday.
of shop—
on the label, it should help relieve
Women's Missionary Society ley visited Mrs. Wallace Oden group in singing" My Old Kenfunctional periodic pain; (2) taken
and family Wednesday.
tucky Home."
throughout the month like a tonic, ners'hip farming. There is a sugMiss Wanda Farris has been
Instead of a program,
the
It should improve your appetite,aid gested agreement form for
with her sister, Mrs. Ralph Haile, members practiced their demonCall 2408 to Get Your
digestion, and thus help build up fathers and sons to follow.
Hopkinsville,
who
has
been quite strations for county rally day.
resistance for the trying days to
Copies of Circular 643 can be
come. Ceram' la scientifically preSeven girls are giving individual
Car and Delivery
agents
county
offices
of
had
at
pared and scientifidtally tested. If
demonstrations. The boys have
you suffer "at those certain times; or by writing to the college at
It is estimated here are about two team demonstrations.
get Calmer today.
Lexington.
150 man-trailing bloodhounds in
The next meeting will be Wedservice in the United'Saes.
nesday, May 4.
Tulane University was established in 1884.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!

Princeton Motor
Sales

1'WV1VC lorniti t, ii PII(I. county
have set 0,000 ahortleaf and loblolly pines this spring.
Twenty thousand feet of tile
will be installed in draining 135
acres in Elliott county.
The Paris Homemakers Club in
Bourbon county has sent 20 b(»fes
of food and clothing to a family in
Holland.
About 75 farmers in Trimble
county sowed their tobacco plant
beds with wilt-resistant F-17A
burley.
More than 200 farmers in Monroe county used ammonium nitrate to supplement their tobacco
fertilizers.
The reading chairman of Nelson county homemakers clubs reported 403 books read by members.
Kenneth Richardson of Perry

If you see

y
county seeded
bill
31 fesctie seed on
side, after spreatillli' limestone
and phosphate.
The Ctirlis County Farm Etu.
reaU distributed 1,000 bags of 47
percent superphosphate End a
carload of ruck phosphate to
farmers sowing grasses and legumes.
Homemakers clubs are studying the history of land marks in
Montgomery county.
The Fleming county hospital

momm,

1949

bump
I

i',.:.,

Membet
•.•1 Mason county
homemakers clubs have donsted
12 books to the county library
Farmers In Graves county bay,
obtained 10,700 trees from u„
state nursery and,the TVA
A survey in Robertson court
ty showed Ky. 24 tobacco pm.
duced the highest money return,
last year, followed by Ky. 32 and
Ky. in.

red
and

Mrs

Aninnile• Ind

si
with her
rriell, and M
or 50d Mr:,
Nashville,
ter h‘jilda.Y
A
6
Mr

1,0,5 Lk)ro:hy
spit

In a'Nurry?
WHY WORRYCall Us For Prompt, Safe
oNG-DISTANCE
MOVING SERVICE
akatheriziad A int For

1LYING ANTS"
near your house
you may have TERMITES
Ask For Free Inspects.
STEGER LUMBER CO.
Phone 3715

ARNOLD LIGON TRUCK LINF
Costae*
JAMES D. MASHBURN

TERMINIX

Phone 893

4-H Club News

Buick Sales &
Service

Women now find 2-way
help for old problem

WALL PAPER

The Most Beautiful Thing on Wheels!
Ivor We are, of course, very proud and happy
that people everywhere are calling the
new Pontiac "the most beautiful thing on
wheelii." Pontiac is a brilliantly beautiful automobile
—88 handsome a car as ever rolled over America's
streets and highways.

OVER 200 PATTERNS
REDUCED
UP TO

Pontiac for 1949 offers a totally new kind of nde-a
ride as smooth and effortless and comfortable as a
car can be. And either of Pontiac's famous engines
six- or eight-cylinder, is a sweetheart for poser.
Remember, too, Pontiac is the lowest•pnced car
in the world offering the ease of Hydrs•Matir
Drive. Available on all models at extra cost.

But Pontiac's real beauty cannot be fully appreciated
until you drive the car yourself. For the new Pontiac
is beautifully engineered,too—to give you a completely
different kind of automobile performance that simply
must be experienced in order to be believed.
al

/
1
2 PRICE
FOR IMMEDIATE CLEARANCE

Thera'
Enamsloi
wells, I
smooth-ID
the trick,
.•. adds
sha
arias. toe
with a igam
variety of
lasiaakesi

Take along look at the next new l'ontiac you see-thee
come in and give the caw • really thorough rumination. That's the way really to appreciate why people
are calling Pontiac"the most beautiful thing on wird':

ROOM LOT PRICES START AT
5c Roll

E. Market St.

Phone 3163

Wit

CORNETTE'S
Hopkinsville

FLORILUX
INTERIOR agd EXTERIOR FLOOR ENAMEL

ALL KINDS OF WEATHER
UNDER ALL KINDS OF WEAR.
UNDER

One coat will cover any
painted surface.
Easy to keep clean.
Fast Drying..Waterproof.
Use it indoors or outdoors
on floors, decks, steps,
dodoes, porch or lawn
furniture... wood, metal
or cement surfaces.

EXTRA TOUGH
PROTECTION

SHE
akbut•
Pile, IS d„

sere in SEVENTEEN

ONLY
$4.95
PER GAL

A PATTERSON-SARGENT PAINT

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
W. Court Square

Phone 2585

'Two For The Show"... And two for the money
as well, the best looking rayon gabardine you
ever saw. Accompanying sleeveless cardigan uses
a raised stripe of embroidery to outline bright
hands of color.
earAell & Royal, Maize & Grey
9 to el
Atm & Grey, Monism & &qv
04.•D•ni Dertwou from $12.93

Sula and Eliza Nall

FUN, BECAUSE NOW all your
clothes ... will have that "tailorlike" finish that only steam pressing can give them. Steam irons
silks, rayons, and light cottons
sips through much of the family
ironing without the need for sprinkling. Steam presses woolens . .
coats, suits, streetwear
without
a press cloth. Even your tailor can
do no better!

.1.1k4III pair
L''e low prir
?OW the.j
tIleY're all
';,.
the "a•on's
THE G-E STEAM IRON
IS TWO IRONS IN ONEI
You switch from sermon to dry ironing and hack again with a twist of
the Control knob . . no need to
empty water. When dey ironint.
.iimply dial the fabric imitator to
the right heat for every fabric. Has
many other famous C.E ironins
features ... Calrod• heating unit.
for fast, even heat ... double button nooks, coohtn-thistonch-handlr.
large solepInte. and (inutile thaml.
risses for right and left hand irouer•

-1°1 to stock
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redonia News

and (laughter, Sara, sturgia, were

training Is offered at the Uni- that he saw grasshoppers throe
Recipe Of The Week
UK Women Get
Sunday guests of his parents, Makes Own Suit
Mrs. II. D. House of the Union
FOI a light and refreshing desversity.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Rey.
feet long with legs strong enough
Job Counseling
City Homemakers Club in Madi- sert. Mrs. Pearl
Haak, specialist
to use as saws
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Paris were son county
three-day
and Mrs. Charles Young, with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
A
Vocational
Inforused a man's tuxedo In foods
When Pliny visited India 1,900
at the College of Agri- mation Conference, designed to
Sunday dinner guests of her to make a suit for herself. list
ille, Ind., spent the week. Cecil Brasher.
culture and Home Economics, acquaint freshmen and sopho- years ago he reported to Rome
Try a Leader Clasautied Ada
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Brown mother, Mrs. Essie Rucker.
with her sister, Mrs. Veldin
only expense was $3 for zipper, University of Kentucky,
likes a more women with career opporand children, Evansville, Ind.,
ell, and Mr. Yandell.
Miss Ida Belle Turley, Evans••••••••••••
thread, tape and buttons and chilled pudding with lemon
flav- tunities in various fields, was
r. and Mrs. Raymond Can- were Sunday dinner guests of ville, Ind., spent the weekend
bows.
oring. An advantage of this re- held last week at the University
Nashville, Tenn., were the Mr. and Mrs. Reed Brown.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
cipe is that it may be prepared of Kentucky. Principal speaker
Mrs. Clarence Settles, Levias, Henry Turley.
ter holiday guests of her
Blackburn, Sunday.
some time in advance of the meal.
was the guest of Mrs. Florence
ther, Mrs. Amble Fuller.
was Miss Frieda S. Miller, diMr. and Mrs. Seldon McElroy,
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. Lentos Pudding
Alton, Ill., were the holiday and Mrs.
Miss Dorothy Brasher, G11-' Parr Sunday afternoon.
rector of the Women's Bureau,
REGULAR MEE1ING
Leslie
1
Bright
were
Mr.
tablespoon
gelatin
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Ray, Jr., guests of her parents, Mr.
rtsville, spent the weekend
and and Mrs. J.
/
1
4 cup cold water
from heat, add lemon Juice, gratW. McGill and
Mrs. Coy Moore.
1 cup milk
ed rind and gelatin. Stir until
Mr. Mark Crider„ Chicago, daughter, Kathryn, Mr. and
3 egg yolks
gelatin is dissolved. Pour into a
Mrs.
J.
W.
McGill,
Jr.,
and baby,
spent several days last week as
2/3 cup sugar
bowl and chill. Mix thoroughly
8 O'Clock - Lodge Room
S51 RWIN WILl-106
guest of his sister, Mrs. Veldin Sturgis, and Miss Maggie Cole:
1,4 teaspoon salt
and fold in the egg whites beaten
man, Paducah.
PRODUCTS
Yandell, and Mr. Yandell.
All
Brothers Plan To Attend
/
1
4 cup lemon juice
until stiff and dry. Pour Into a
Mrs. Jim Brooks attended
Mrs. T. R. Feagan visited
',a teaspoon grated lemon rind pie tin in which 3/4 cup of wafer
Hillery Barnett, Seey.
friends and relatives in Bowl- funeral services of Master Ger3 egg whites
crumbs has been sprinkled. Top
f••••••••t
ald Rushing, son of Mr. and
ing Green, Sunday.
1 cup crushed vanilla wafters
the pudding with the remainder
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Taught Mrs. Res Rushing, at the Mexico
Soak gelatin in cold water for of the crumbs. Place in the reand sons, Frank and James Ed- Baptist church. Friday.
about five minutes. Scald the frigerator to stiffen. Garnish with
Rev King, of Blackford, Filled milk in
ward, spent the weekend with
a saucepan over low heat whipped cream if desired. Serves
his sister, Mrs. Glen Maddox, the pulpit of the Cumberland or in a double boiler. Beat egg 6 to 8.
Presbyterian
Church Sunday yolks and gradually add
and Mr. Maddox, Centertown.
sugar United States Department of
Norman Lee Taught and Har- morning, in the absence of the and salt. Add hot milk to this Labor. Other speakers outlined
pastor,
the
Rev.
Ray
Wigginold Hackney spent Monday in
mixture. Return to heat and stir opportunities for women in 17
ton.
until slightly thickened. Remove specific fields, in all of which
Owensboro.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Harper, and
Mrs. Reg Hubbard and children. Jerry and Lana, have reFord 145 hersepiewfw
TUG JOB. tlor
turned to their homes in Lin1000-20. G.V.W. rodeo
eel. 21,5005.., arty
coln Park, Mich., after a visit
"roe as 1•6616I le Is
(FOR SIG LOADS)
39,000 64.
with Mrs. Florence Parr and
Miss Dorothy Parr.
Mr. and Mrs. Hemp Carner
and children, Phillip and John
H., Morganfield, were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Vinson during the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Quertermous and son, spent Sunday
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
,Raymond Moore, Groves Center.
Itt
IIIII
WI WI
NE WM Ell WI
Mr. and Mrs. George Hoke
?erg 6/
1
2 h.545-re
and daughter, Jackie, HopkinsValues to $49.75
\
G.V.W. 4700
Choke
r nye •45144., V-5 r Slac
ville, were the weekend guests
Wry Weird-type new mi.
With
the
pureha.se of each coat or suit in this group you may
ot her mother, Mrs. Byrd M.
Guess and Mr. Guess.
select any dress from our regular stock at ¼ off.
Mrs. Wilford Baker was in
Paducah Saturday where she
consulted a specialist for a
(FOR SMALL LOADS)
that infection, from
which
.„g ;17_1=
••
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
mu
she has been suffering for a
• ot
week. She was accompanied
there by Mr. Baker and her
.r4
throat infection, from which
WI 1W OE RI EN WI WI SE WI IW
NE
IN VW
mother. Mrs. Carrie McElroy
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie McElroy
and Mrs. Ethel Guess, Princeafternoon
ton, were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. T. L.
Consisting of Crepes, Shantrings, Tie Silks, and Gabardines
Grubbs.
\Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
Whatever you haul, wherever you haul it,
—DORIS
DODSONS, .rritnotts, PEG PALMER, half sizes,
limit. That's what's back of our contention
and Mrs. W. M. Young were
we've got the right kind of truck for your
that the loading dock hasn't beets brill which
INELLY DON, regular and half sizes. Sizes range from 9 le
Mr„ and Mrs. John F. Rice, Dick
work. Fords truck everything! Here's why!
has strained to•load that Ford Tracks can't
Rice and Miss Imogene Wig26 ,
4 ... ON SALE—
First, each individual Ford Truck can do
pia Come in and get the facts from us on
gintorrst.
There's no end to the things you can do with
more kinds of jobs. That's because it is
wide
Ford
coverage.
job
Check
on
the
Mrs. Matte Rice, Mrs. George
Znameloidl You can make furniture, woodwork,'
Bonus Built with extra strength to give it
scorer of exclusive Ford Truck features
Milroy, and Mrs. Bill Smith
walls, 1001 things sparkle like mewl Just one
a wider work range. Second, we offer over
available in no other truck built.
Hopkinsville Wednesin
were
smooth-brushing coat of colorful Enanyeloid does
139 different Ford Truck models. These,
VALUES TO 1119-75
day shopping.
I•or F•rd DON& Imtet Te• to 11dee to the Nei Ante She.,
the trick, dries rapidly to a brilliant, datable finish
multiplied by scores of chassis options,
T•edey Teodoro MSC Metered
Mrs. J. Luke Querterrnous,
tSo
fere
Sheeler
levaiese
Miss
friday
CBS
label&
...adds dazzling new life and zest to
give a job coverage practically without
If you purchase two oPthese sale dresses you
Louisville, visited her parents,
See yew 116166.6.6. Ist See era della
tired, shabby things. Resists dirt,
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young durstains, rough treatment. Cleaos easily
may have them for $1.00 plus the original price
ing the weekend.
wish•damp cloth. Available in a wide
Miss Maggie Coleman, Paduof one.
variety of glorious colors. Ask for the
cah, spent the weekend with
liaaasekisl (*lot card.
her sister, Mrs. Leslie Bright.
Take advantage of these many wonderful values hi this sweepMrs. W. B. Conway and children Carolyn, Joe, and Donald,
ing clearanee.
and Mrs. Mattie Rice were in
I0/17STRONGER 10 usr wevcro•
4641166
Paducah Friday.
WNW ...... 11101111111A1111114 5A5• SIN /1.•44,1111/1411
UPS WW/AOS•0411 SAINTS 11411/11 11111A•
LAST 1.4,1104211111
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Blackburn,
Mr. and Mrs. James Dale and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Milton
Riley, and Mr. and Mrs. Ploy
PP.DONiq
Winn and baby were dinner
141RW.
IN WILLIAMS PAIIVT INF 4 DOUA
guests of Mr. and Yrs. Oen

B. P. I. ELKS
T1)1% 11 MIT

AFTER EASTER
CLEARANCE

Brush the years away!

Some like 'em

BIG

Entire Stock of Spring Millinery
On Sale.../
1
2 Price

000,„„amoir

ton, Ky.

oral.
,ivic,cctilot.rh
AO ke

Entire Stock of Ladies' Spring
Coats and Suits on Sale
$20.00, $25.00 $30.00, $35.00

loam
41;--

r---

...with 1 easy coat of

Some like 'em

SMALL

One Group of Spring Coats and Suits

ENAMELOID

els
"1 ride---a
I,' a, a
ngines
for power
priced car
ydra-Matic

1 46f —

We have a Ford for you...whafever you haul

ONE COAT COVERS!
NO BRUSH MARKS!
DRIES QUICKLY!
PORCELAIN-LIKE FINISH! it

a

ugh

On Sale $5.00 and $15.00

the'

mani-

c why people
on wheels.

$6.00, $8.00, $10.00, $12.00

$1.90 qt.

FORD

Eldred Hdwe. Company

e 3163

Bal

FANCY

Tea
Aprons

Come lake the
PENNEY'0„rogin
Illde ofYourIA
L
Pw-r

NNBILE'RS RT
c

$0
F.O6

.
i ris,_ VALUES BUILT FOK YOU1
coo

osiesmomiduargo
COTTON HOUSE DRESSES
Finn poplins, II sq. percales in stripes,
cheeks, fiends. Ruttee-t.-tbe-waist, zipper and neat styles. Comfort sat! Sizes 1225, 31-44.

8
Vire shouting to the rooftops about war 51
huge, 15 denier nylon walking sheen ... every
Single pair ANNIVERSARY PRICED at 88c1
The low price is doubly astounding when you
know these are not seconds, not irregulars . ..

13c BRIEFS

fashioned nylons in
the season's best shades. At just 88c pair you'll
want to stock up. They're at Penney's!

eci to
conies•
tor to
jr nee
roellei4

C unit.
Me hat-

boodle.
thumb
'rowers

C
ANTS...$1•39
BOYS' OVERALL

retti
MEN'S 11" CARRYALL
roomy .

. and so lightweight! Vinyl
actually scuff. water
ount! nrass-piated "(tee! center lock,
• Map catches.
plus 20% Fed tax

tie coveting —

2081

;to

$10

400 Needles
15 Denier

2 FOR

BOYS' SPORT SHIRTS
High count, Sanforhed• broadcloth, vatdyed colors. Full cut. Cool short sleeves!
In blue, tan, maize, green plaids. Sizes
4 to 18.
'Shrinkage will not exceed 1 percent?"-)

$1.09

$1.00
Men's
Athletic

SHIRTS
MESH SPORT SHIRTS
The coolest rayon mesh ehirt you've eves
worn. Long, rolled ealifornht-etvle collar,
matching pearl buttons. Tan, green, gray,
white, maize.

RAG
RUGS

3 FOR

$2.9a $1.00
A REAL BUY

ANNIVERSARY-PRICED
DRESS FABRIC!

•,,
••I

24" x 48"

1.77
áüI

if:

1.._.:S POLO SHIRTS
Closely knit eambed rotten, taped siteuldIf 'Mang, fine ribbed crew seek. Fell cut
fa fellow body lines. Blue, saline. white,
S. M. I.

88c

88

c
Y.

CMCIIIIIIE=11121112
BEMBERG* SHEERS
CHENILLE SPREADS
Rig center sunItl-exthered floral basket 4.1141
white er pastel grounds; 1111142
colors with self design. Ward tt• believe it's
only $7.77!

7.77

22"x44"bath she

they're all perfect, full

aCmtkitir"vrTrr--

r771 tf"It
!4,1,•
Men's Knit

Extra heavy! Tkiek-hsepoll! New deep
"decorator" esters! Tkey'rewheea a nationally famous Maker!

16" x 28", 39c Wash cloth, 19c

seamed.
Lack

85 c

00111111.11M=
SHEER NYLONS
TERRY TOWELS

iron.

Sam,c_ilevrelten'i

RANDOLPH MOTORS

Li

twid 0i

TRUCKS

Phone 208

EVERY PAIR
ABSOLUTELY PERFECT!,

NEI

65 LADIES' SPRING DRESSES

OCIRIMEEMESPS
MS. LEATHER CASUALS

Am inboard-of low pries for ray.. Wooer
prints! Deems of patterns
frees kis, splash"
ones right downs, the tiniest of bud prints. Paw
kis,jewel colors, even hard-to-End white grounde.1
Be smart—get enough during our 47TH Afail.'
VERSA BY to make tht very basis of your warng
weather wardrobe- Washable, of course! 39".
°Rot. U.S. Pat. Oil

opommimmomm
(;2,77
DRESSES $1.00
WHITE DRESS SHIRTS
LC&ChicAgs
J" WEEKEND CASE.
9
(in

Imagine, all leather — and Just $2.77!
Walking wedge heel, diagonal instep strap.
White elk -finished upper, composition
soles.

Extra-long, silky Pima two-ply cotton
(smoother texture, longer service, better
looks!) with Nueraft• collars. Sanforized.
Sims 14-17.
Iles. U. S Pat. Off.
Shrinkage will not exceed 1 percent

GIRLS' COTTON

Fersxvlin-coated canvas, wood frame.
Urass-plsted steel hardware, rayon lining
with shirred 'whet. Plastic coated split
cowhide hound.
Plus 20% Fed tax

UAW

5'

tours& , A ril 21, 194
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Rural Leaders
To Meet May 3-5
Mrs. Jame* D. Wyker, of
litount Vernon, Ohio, will be the
principal speaker at the 12tk animal Rural Leadership irudituto
et the 2..iniversity. of Kentucky
May I to 5, Mos Wyker is li
satire et Madiaon county, Kea Sticky, and has bees an active
ahurck woman ua many rural
sommunities. She is presidest of
the Ohio Council of Christie&
Women and WOO > OD, at Nis

STS
TERMITE SPECIALI
Company
Oldest and Most Reliable
in
KENTUCKY
Established 1925

FREE
INSPECTION AND ESTIMATES
"Our Satisfied Customers Aro
Our References"

WITTY AND CARL
"Termite Specialists"
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
1015 East Ninth St. Phone 1227-W and 775-W

tell the story of how their communities are successfully taking
action.
The institute is sponoored by
the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, the Kentucky
Rural Church Tellsorship and
the Kentucky Council of
churches. No tuitios or registration fee is charged end anyone
intereated in the rural community or church if invited to
attend.
Oher speorkers include Miss
Ida Hagman, Lawrence Bradford and John Given of the University of Kentucky and Dr.
Homer Carpenter of Louisville
Kentucky ministers to take part
Include Rev. Robert G. McClure,
Booneville; Rev. Fred H. DeJong, Gray Hawk; Rev. Robert
L. Anderson, Pikeville; Rev. W.
R. Laws, Buechel; Rev. Irvin
Jaggers, Brownsville, and Rev.
C. A. Nunery, North Pleasure-

house that was suspicious bethe owner was out of
cause
Evanston, Ill.- (AP) -Dale
town. Another curtain switched
Stemple, a private watchman. • bit.
was making hip nightly rounds
Stemple hailed • passing squad
He save a courtain move in a

Police Get Bird

$4 An Acre Now
Plowing Charge

eight del•••;stes of the Disciples Barkley To Speak
of Christ at the World Amembly
Commencement
of Churches at Amsterdam, Hol- At UK
Vice President Al ben W.
]and, last summer.
Barkley will be principal speak"Stabilizing the Rural Comer at the University of KenWorld"
Unsettled
munity in an
52nd annual commencetucky's
EmIs the theme of the institue.
phasis will be placed on ways ment eserciles June 3, Universi,
to make the local community a ty President H. L. Donovan an.
better place in which to live. nounoed last week. It will mark
Commiaslons will address them- the second time Mr. Barkley -has
selves to the subjects of "A addressed a graduating class of
Stable Economic Life," 'A Revi- the University. In 1942, while
val of Religiou• values," Majority leader of the Senate,
"Strengtheniag the Rural Fami- he delivered the commencement
ly" and "Community Education." addreas, at which time he was
Rural community leader. will awarded On honorary LL. D.
degree.

ACTOR DEAD-Wallace Berry
(above), 60, veteran actor, died
the night of April 15 in Beverly
Hills, Calif., from a cardiac condition. (AP Wirephoto)

University's Oldest
Employee Dies At 94

many
Pierre Whiting, for
years the University of Kentucky's oldest employe, died last
week at his home in Lexington
at the age of 94. He was retired
four years ago after 57 years
as janitor of several University
buildings. Whiting could remember Civil War trops bivouacking
on what is now' the University
campus. As • youth he carried
water and mortar to workmen
who were constructng the presvine.
Recognition of the communi- ent Administration building, and
ty oervices of several churches only a few years after the building was completed in 1882 he
became janitor. H. was known
to his fellow employees and to
three generations of U. K. students as "The Dean."

FOR BULLDOZER WORK
CALL

2093
HODGE MOTOR SALES & IMPLEMENT CO.
W.Main St •

The common charge tor hirEM-MION•111••••
ing land plowed in Kentucky T
is $4 an acre, and for disking,
$1.50 'an acre, according to a
survey of 500 termer* made by
the Department of Farm Eco
nomica of the Agricultural Fr
prriment Station at Lexington.•
Where the land wag reasonably level In the western part
of the state the custom plowing
rate was $3.59 an acre, while in
eastern counties a ante of $5 an
acre was not uncommon. To hire
plowing done around cities costs
more than in most sections of
the state.
Farmers in eight counties reported an hourly rate of $2.50
to_23.85 for plowing, rather than
an acre rate, with an average of
about $3.20 an hoar.
For disking one time over, the
common rate was $1.50 an acre,
with slightly higher rates in
hill sections and around cities.
Farmers in Grant, Garrard,
Carroll,
Campbell,
Bracken,
Pendleton and Scott counties reported disking rate* of 51.00 to
$2 an acre.
Nine counties had a disking
charge of 1$2 to $4.30 an hour,
with a average of $3 an hour
as the usual custom rate.

Pasture Improved

boosted
Improved fertility
corn yields in Livingston county from 25 bushels an acre in
1935 to 40 bushels in 1948. At
the same time, the carrying
capacity of pastures has been
increased almost 100 percent.
"In other words," say County Agent -Robert L. Rudolph,
"where four acres were required
to graze one animal in 1935,
Dog Rides Street Cars
only two acres now are reHanover, Germany-(AP)- quired."
"Lumpi", the dachshund, goes to
Work to improve fertility will
work and comes home again continue, the county agent paid,
every day with his master. But and new kinds of grasses and
one recent evening he was miss- legumes will be introduced
ing. His owner searched in vain, further to improve pasture..
went unhappily home alone.
There was Lumpi" waiting for
Army Award To UK
him. Neighbors said they saw
The University of Kentucky
"Lumpi" get on the usual streetpresented a
car, change to the correct car in last week was
t of the Army
the city center and get out at special Departmen
citation for excellency in trainthe right atop.
ing ROTC personnel. State Admeeting of the Kentucky Rural jutant General Roscoe L. Murray
Church Fellowship May 4.
made the presentation at an
Advance registration may be Army Week ceremony that inmade by writing Ralph J. eluded a review of the entire
Ramsey, University of Kentucky, UK cadet corps. Accepting the
Lexington. For details of the award on behalf of the Universiprogram, see • county agricul- ty was President H. L. Donovan

car

lie and two °Mo.,

drown, stole up to the house
peered in. They *taro tato
large, blinking eye. of as

We Guarantee ...
you thecheapestfeed pricesin town!
$2.88 per Cwt.
2.30 per Cwt.
3.60 per Cwt.
3.40 per Cwt.
3.35 per Cwt.
3.07 per Cwt.

16% Dairy Feed
Beef Fattener
j
Laying Mash
Growing Mash
Pig and Sow Ration _
Hog Fatt.n.r _ _

Formulas. Your corn is figured
When Mixed According to Purina
charges. You Furnish you own
in at market price plus your hauling
corn and bags.
your corn after shelling,
We shuck your corn, shell your corn, clean
for you, and we furnish
mix
and
mill
put corn through our hammer
complete coverage of
you
ee
guarant
Purina Supplements that
Purina sanitation profollow
you
minerals and vitamins. When
ndations and use Purrecomme
gram and feed according to Purina
m results at the most
maximu
expect
ina balanced feeds you can
economical prices.

years. We know
We have been mixing and selling feeds for 25
what you want and how to make it for you. •

Why buy feeds when you can raise and mix
your own?

9x12 Axminster Rugs

9x12 Axminster Rugs

$54.95 Values For

Values Up to 79.95

Durable All Wool Face
Several Patterns
All Perfect Quality
Use With Any Color Scheme

$39.00

EXCITING PRICES ON

See this gorgeous selection of fine
Axminster rugs. Colorful designs. Attractive combinations. Save as much
as $32.90 on rug and pad.

$57.00
•

BROADLOOM RUGS - ODD SIZES .

BROADLOOM CARPETS
Prices to salt every•ne. Cover wall to wall or room size rags.

$'3"x10'6" Axminster Floral

NOW
Value
$ 79.95....$441.14

We offer expert installation.

9x15.Axminster Wine Self-Tone

$ 99.95....279.01

9118 Axminster Blue Self-Tone

$143.10....$95.00

VALUE
9 and 12 Toot Axminster. Choice of color
and pattern. All perfect. Per sq. yd.....$5.95. • .
9 and 12 Foot Axminster. Rich designs and

NOW

$4.50

ample selection. Absolutely no seconds
$7.95• • .
Square yard

$6.50

9-Foot Twistweave Velvet. One roll only
Extra apecial value. Square yard.. .. .211.95• • .

$8.50

9x16'11" Axminster Floral-very good

$117.95....$89.00

12x12 Velvet Plain

$129.75....$75.00

9x13 Axminster Hook Design
12x9'6" Rose Twistweave Velvet
12x7'10" Axminster Gray Self-Tone
I2x13 Axminster 18th Century
12x8 Axminster Wood Tone
9x10'6" Grayson Axminster-Wine

$103.50....$79.10
$143.00....$40.00
$ 79.50....$59.00
$137.80....$99.00
$ 84.80...459.00
$ 79.95...469.00

9x12 Axminster Rugs
Values Up To $64.95 For
Famous Alexander Smith
Special Axminster Rum,
All Wool Face
Moto. of Patterns and Color.
A Real Buy

9

0x12 Worsted Wilton Rugs . .
Choice of color. Noted ...
for long wearing quality.

$129.55

9x12 Carved Velvet. Top quality.
A rug that will add
luxury to your room. a....5159.55

KEACH FURNITURE COMPANY
(Incorporated)

THE BIG STORE - - - 9 FLOORS - - - KEANCH'S HAS IT!!
HOPKINSVILLE

NOW

VALUE
. .. ..

$95.00

•.

efiffor

Arnold Ligon
con
JAMES D.
maw $911

The Ke
up your d•
and on san'
daily. We pi

KENTUC
Phone 3698

IF YOU
INSTEA
IT TAKES
AND LEAVE

GARDNER WHITE, Owner
PHONE 2071

210 E. MAIN ST.

Ias them all i
Mint sod, front
yes more mone
oil your bills is
help with • friss

1lo•. .
This provides y
personal loons.

Jae.
ob L. IL up

$149.00
$35.00
$35.00
$35.00
$69.00
$37.50

Princeton

• MM.
a Ma somasaar mew

fts.k

Add for light and timer . . . $10.00

1
1

$110.00
$139.50
$49.50
$40.00
$99.00
$15.00
$99.50
$81.50

Pittsburgh 20 gal. gas water
heater, extra heavy tank new
Norge Gas Washer,
New, was $145.50, now

1 Used Fairbanks Morse
electric Washing Machine
1 Other Used Washer

Extra Special Values

A giuniber of Y
0141 Kent
back
zepturky !fume.
Ba
Tiro National
flit.
ontil
pres:dent uf
the

PRINCETON MILLS

1 42" Drain Board Sink,
no fittings included
1 80-gal. electric water heater casing
slightly damaged, 10 year guarantee
1 60-inch Double Drain Board, cast
iron sink, less fittings
1 Used Sink, 60 inch,
with faucet and strainer
1 Ice Box,100 pound capacity
in good condition
1 36 inch Attic Fan, new,
Regular price, $89.00
1 New Crown Gas Range,
Was $149.00, now

SAVE UP TO 50% ON THESE RUGS!

Treaseadoes selection of gorgeous broadlemas ia full rolls.

letters To
Leader [di

job
Come in and let us figure with you on, your next mixing

BARGAINS $19.50

Keach's Presents the Greatest Names in the Rug World
to Bring You An Exciting Array of Fine Rugs and Carpets-in One Gigantic Sale. Reductions of 10% to 50%!!
Alexander Smith, James Lees & Sons,Bieglow-Sanford;
Firth, Hugh Nelson, Hightstown, Armstrong!

th

Purina Custom Mixing done by local people from
your own grain.

turaLar

The BIGGEST FLOOR SHOW In Town'

Thundo ,A

1 New Norge Washer
1 12,000 B. T. U. Dearborn gas
heaters, reg. price $21.00
1 New Shallow Well Pump,
450 gallons per hour
1 Fairbanks-Morse Shallow
well pump, 225 gal. per hour

WIN*IMP,
16
1111...11,4.
4I/8 ik *Ma

Afterki,
Chavrodo
Want
roull d •
ItMaity,the
lift roiled

B. N. LUSBY COMPANY
132 E. Main St.

Phone 3141

Ihur.„2.1EILI, April 21, 1949
400 Teachers Attend
UK Language Meeting

in, "Yes; there he is. Can't you
see him?"
Another time 1 was making a
sntill purchase in a drug store.
1 set my little hand satchell on
of years ago I was the floor. hopping
to see some
A number
Old
Kentucky, "My
one I knew pas.smg, I stepped
back in old
Kentucky Home." I was in the to the door. The clerk said to me:
Bank. Not know"Come back and get your bagTint National
I asked if
gage out of the way."
ing a soul in there,
was
bank
the
ins president of
Again I was in Princeton and
stepped into a harness (chop to
nave a strap stitched, about a
!emir minutes job. He saw 1 was
a stranger. "Seventy-five cents,
please."
Not many months ago I wrote
Ligon Truck Line
to the county superintendent of
Contact
schools and asktd for the names
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Princeton, Ky. of the newspapers published in
OWN 2016

More than 400 delegates from
23 states and one Canadian
province attended the second
annual Foreign Language Conference held last week on the
University of Kentucky campus.
Those in attendance heard addresses and paper presentations
• GOOD QUALITY
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP

Guaranteed
RADIO SERVICE

Henry & Henry

109 Short Street

Phone 3284

Princeton, Ky.

'N PLEASE SEND LOTS
The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
We pay all phone charges.

Members of Murray State College A Cappella choir, who presented a program recently at
Butler High School, Princeton,
are from left to right: first row—
Revs Lawson, Oak Ridge, Tenn.;
Rena Mitchell, Memphis, Tenn.;
Margery Thomas, Hopkinsville;
Patsy Crogha n, ;PCarmi, Ill.
Anna French, Princeton; Mari-

ana Trovillion, Brownfield, Ill.; Paducah; Brigitte Kenney, Mur- Owensboro; 'Victor Karhu, Ashtabula. 0..
Kathleen Hibbs, Murray; Jo ray; Doris Ryan, Owensboro.
Fourth row—Walter McCauCroghan, Carmi, 1111; Betty Ann
Third row—Joseph Golz (diWake, Kuttawa.
rector), Manasquan, N. J.; erry ley, E. St. Louis, Ill.; Irvin GilSecond row—Martha ChamWilliams, Murray; Leonard son, Lorain, 0.; Robert Agee,
bers, Benton; Elsie Keskinan,
Springfield, Tenn.; Ray Gill,
Ashtabula, 0.; Jane Earl John- Whitmer, Madisonville; G u y
Ocola,
son, Wickliffe; Nora Overstreet, Bookman, Paducah; James Meek, Lorain, 0.; John Bishop,
Lewisport;
Taylor,
JohnConley
William
Tenn.;
Jackson,
Fla.;
Opdyke,
Allice
Mary
Paducah;
Washington,, N. J.; Betty Davis, son, Murray; Roy Hines, Alexan- Bernard Kenney, Brookhaven,
Salisbury, N. C.; Betty Brown, der City, Ala.; Charles Robey, Miss.; Russell Phelps, Mayfield.

Princeton. No answer. I had forgotten to send a copper cent for
postage.
Schedule
J. W. Pickering
April 21, 10 o'clock, Friendship,
Hesperus, Colorado,
Mrs. W. 0. Newsom, hostess.
April 6, 1949.
April 22, 10 o'clock, Hopkinsville, Mrs. Don Boitnott, hostess.
April 26, 10 o'clock, Cobb, Mn.
To Work In Caldwell
Cline Murphy, hostess.
And Lyon Counties
April 27, 10 o'clock, FarmersM. F. "Jinks" Williams, field ville, Mrs. R. L. Asher, hostess.
April 28, 10 o'clock, Eddy Creek,
man for the Eastern Dark Fired
Tobacco Association and well Mrs. James Hemingway, hostage

Homemakers News

known to many farmers of this
area, is coming to Caldwell and
Lyon counties to work the week
of April 18, He will visit farms
and hold meetings, discussing
with growers problems of plant
bed management.

Yes . . three or four monthly
payments con keep a person
so short of cash that there
isn't enough left for other es..
sentials Much better to combine them all into one . . . and mak* only one small par
rent each month. Saves cash ... saves time . . and leavei
you more money to live on. See how touch you need to pay
all your bills is full . . . then phone or Rome in. We'll alndly
help with a friendly cash loan

11.64. . .. 4e06 AR 20 ..oteatita za
longer
This provides you with lower payments and
personal loans.

terms

Oft

STOMACH SUFFERERS
Harvey Stomach Tablets are
now available to you in Tablet
Form. For many years it was
necessary to have a Doctor's
Prescription to get the Harvey
Stomach Treatment, This Doctor's Formula is guaranteed to
relieve Ulcer Pain and that acid
gassy, belchy, constipated, nervous and run-down condition.
or your money back. Each box
of Harvey Tablets **stelae a
diet chart that pointa out the
food that causes excsesive gas,
bloating and stomach distress.
Sold only at

Eddyville Road

mon Bogle, Mrs. A. R. Horning,
Mrs. Mary Thomason and Mrs. W.
L. Littlefield, and Miss Wilma
Vandiver and one visitor, Mrs.
Bois Towery, Chapel Hill Community.
The club will meet with Mrs.
Carmon Bogle, May 10.

Approximately 5,600 people
who make weather study their
hobby are on he U. S. washer
tabreau's staff of "cooperative
observers".

Farmersville
, Twelve of the Farmersville
Homemakers met at the home of
Mrs. Pat Tyrie, March 24, for an
all day meeting on foods. The
members prepared and served a
meatless meal at the noon hour.
At 1 o'clock the meeting was
again called to order to continue
the major propect lesson and also
for the regular business session
with Mrs. J. D. Asher presiding.
The minor lesson for the month
was planning work for another
year.
Present at the meeting were
Mesdames J. D. Asher, Dema Watson, Hewlett McDowell, Annie
McChesney, John Lacean WatFon, Luke Ray, Gordon Brown,
R. T. Thompson, Ben Yandell,
who is a new member, the hostess, Miss Fannie Calvert and
Miss Wilma Vandiver, home
agent.
The next meeting will be another all day meeting Wednesday,
April 27, at the home of Mrs. R.
L. Asher. All members are urged
to attend.

A well balanced meal was prepared by the Eddyville Road
Homemakers with Mrs. Denny
Cash and Mrs. Arch Martin as
leaders when they met April 8,
at Rose Briar, the country home
of Mrs. Martin.
Mrs. W. H. Beck presided at
the businees meeting.
Miss Jane Beck read Psalm 19
for devotional and directed the
recreation period.
Present were: Mrs. W. H. Beck,
Miss Jane Beck, Mrs. J. H. Hollingsworth, Mrs. Drew Hubbard,
Mrs. Chas. J. Hubbard, Mrs. G.
U. Griffin, Mrs. Alvin Lisanby,
Mrs. K. P. Hobgood, Mrs. L. C.
Lisman, Mrs. Denny Cash, Mrs.
Denny Freeman, Mrs. Arch Martin, Mrs. Chas. Rowland, Miss
Wilma Vandiver and Mrs. Richard Freeman and Mrs. Paul Gordon Martin, visitors.
The club adjourned to meet at
The first purebred blood1:30 o'clock Friday, May 13 at the hounds were shipped to the
home of Mrs. J. W. Hollings- United States Prom England
worth on Eddyville Road.
about 1890.

Tfrialer7e1ete
Sunbeam
Dread!
*key, &savor*, shouW have'
lets ef that New and exalting Tender-Toted SUNBEAM-3 ways better than
ever. Softer — Finer-Grained and Better Tasting! Try
it for greater Food Value! Stays Fresh Longer! It's far
ahead of all others! A Great Favorite for th. whole
Family. Be sure and get it today!

°les hider-Texas'

Tune in 820 on your dial (FM 104.1) 8 a. m to 8 a. In. fee
"Breakfast at Eight"

THE WHITE ENAMEL THAT STAYS WHITE...

Du Pont DISCO

Hall
Hall Homemakers met at the
home of Mrs. W. L. Littlefield for
an all day meeting April 12. The
major lesson was a demonstration
of the buffet meal. The meal was
well prepraed under the leadership of Mrs. Littlefield and Mrs.
Joel Boitnott.
The minor lesson was given by
Mrs. Clifton Jackson.
Members present were Mrs.
Joel Boitnott, Mrs. Clifton Jackson, Mrs. Lo*ell Cook, Mrs. Car-

s t,. t. ours. aquare
Ky MOMS IL WOODRUM Mgr.

Princeton.

OF MAT HEW

IT'S ONE-COAT MAGIC
for WALLS...WOODWORK...FURNITURE

1110111111-1111111, Nt011
GM, Eli lb Mir
labia INS-1% bbob sibmIllsot N
àoboilNett INANAN ILYA. MO lb.;
117
NNW* imullable.
111/.11 WM lb
1111-lobb stolibm

There's a Chevrolet truck
for every job
with sepesides /rem 4,000 In. Ile
14,000 the. 0.V.W.—frote
aseart delivery oohs ea
etassolve heawy-diviy
seadela.

liver wish every painted surface in your kitchen was
as snowy-white, as easy to clean as the finish on your
rehigerator? You can have your wish ... with Du Pont
DUCO, the "One-Coat Magic" enamel that stays
white, stays color-bright through years of wear and

rennin 5511505 seasm.
NNW 17t1 171% MO oloollims. Mob
IOWA
ise1YW /000 lb MN maibMs
libiodbro. Madsen (LYN.
IAOM lb
roan. NINNY VP Iledbob Nei* by
midway es Ur rerinrd -Combed Ord' WO
orallobbosia
rig
upplial

Aoserica's Biggest Senors...
Greatest Servers
Yarn share the record-high regard that
America hold' for these Advance-Design
Chevrolet trucks. You'll share it the instant you drive them. For then and there
you'll discover the deep-down durable
quality, the outstanding performance and
the svingisd reliability that make them

repeated waahings!
... dries
DUCO is easy to use... flows smoothly.
quickly without brush marka. You'll finish painting
the kitchen and plan DUCO jobs in every room in
the houk.e!

America's favorites ... Amore Chevrolet
Trucks in uee than awry other stake
Drive them and see. Drive them and
remember that only Chevrolet brings you
this fullest measure of finest value together with the world's greatest econceny.
For Chevrolet trucks alone have 3-WAY
THRIFT -the triple economy of low-coat
operation, low-cost upkeep and the lowed
lief prices in Use entire truck isildt

Ask your dealer for•copy of th•
new "Tningfornuigis" book. It's
parked with ideas for turning old
attic discards into "showpioree"

A little DUCO goes a long way. Try this economical
"One-Coat Magic" today. In 18 modern colors.

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
"The Complete Paint Store"
W. Court Square

Phone 2585

Save the surface and yau save all!
Bonus

OWN AUMOSITY 01 TM COCA-COLA COMPANY SC

.40pKiNilviLLii COCA-COLA
•

Princeton, Ky.

DOTTLINO COMPANY

4001,1.

Thursda ,April 21, 1949
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Classified Ads

Jamas Beesley Pledgod

tc -Hiker Held For
hreatening Brooks

To Eta Kappa Nu

A hitch-hiker was held last
week at Smithiand jail after allegedly threatening Basil M.
Brooks, Madisonbille wool-buyer
well known in this county, with
e gun Friday afternoon. Mr.
&rooks said he told his passenger, 22 year-old Arthur Penn,
frankfort, to get out in Salem
as he had to go into the country.
According to official& Penn than
drew • r Istol and ordered Mr.
Brooks to keep driving. Mr.
Brooks grabbed at the gun and
in the ensuing muffle it was

DYE PIANO CO., 469 S. Male,'
Hopkinsville, By.
Slip

ping fever. DesTleOrpd On apJames P. Beesley, 308 N. Har- WANTED TO BUY: Standing timproval to yeur farms in lots of
ber or logs. J. H. Call, 810 N.
rison, has been pledged to Eta
lip
II or mule. a wirsisa old or
Jefferson. Phone 3446.
Kappa Nu, national electrical
more ---$50 oar heal. II weeks
engineering hnoorary, at Purdue
414--406 per head Get your
NOW AVAILABLE: 6-8-8 and DO
University, Lafayette, Ind.
percent phosphate. Intaselliate
order 11111 far optima delivery
Pledges Cr. chosen for scholastic
delivery Mitchell Implement
now. Write or wire Mel lin J
ability end personality. Beesley
ltc
Co. Phone 3163.
aux, Masooda, Wise
13tp
was one of 79 pledged at Purpriesi
WANTED;
highest
WOOL
DON'T FORGET out Automobile
due this Spring.
paid; sacks and stria. availauction sale begins every Satdischarged. No one was injured.
urday at 10:30. $2 if they don't
able. Princeton Poultry said
Penn retained the gun, jumped
.ell-410 if they do sell. Rata
le
egg Co.
from the car, told Mr. Brooks
or shine. We are trying to have
to keep driving, and ran down FOR SALE: Wiesamein Chaim
the biggest sale this week we
Holeasin
Gearneepa
and
T.
B.
later
captured
an alley. He was
have ever had. Main Street Car
tested and vaeclasaled few &kiron the highway.
Exchange and Auction Company, Hopkinsville, Ky.
lte

Ensign Butler Assigned
To Great Lakes Station
Word has been recived by

Chick
Is
KARIM TIME

WOOD DRUG STORE

PIANO TUNING and repair. I go
anywhere. Also reconditioned
pianos for sale, $50 up. See ox
write Homer Randolph, Route
4tp
1, Cadiz, Ky.

g9-5O

Anon
nncet

HELP WANTED: Man with car
wanted for route work. $15 to
120 in a day. No experience or
capital required. Steady. Write
today. Mr. Sharp, 120 East Clark
Street, Freeport, Ill.
2tp

Gets Final Approval

Charter No. 3064
Reserve District No, 8
Washington,- (AP) -,PresiREPORT OF CONDITION OF THE
dent Truman has signed legislation providing $595,890,000 for
education and
unemployment
benefits to veterans for the next OF PRINCETON IN THE STATE OF KENTUCKY,
AT THE CLOSE
three months.
OF BUSINESS ON APRIL 11, 1949 PUBLISHED IN RESPONSE
TO CALL MADE BY COMPTROLLER OF THE CURHe asked for the money last
RENCY, UNDER SECTION 5211, U. S. REVISED
Monday. His request to Congress
STATUTES
said the money was needed because more veterans were unASSETS
employed since January 1 and
to meet higher G. I. education 1. Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve
balance, and cash items in process of collection
$1,076,174.40
and training costs.
2. United States Government obligations, direct and
guaranteed
1,295,489.65
3. Obligations of States and political subdivisions
413,940.95
4. Other bonds, notes, and debentures
47,775.00
5. Corporate stocks (including $4,500.00 stock of Federal
Reserve bank)
4,500.00
6. Loans and discounts (including $3,832.30 overdrafts) 1,018,775.03
7. Bank premises owned $1.00, furniture and fixtures $1.00
2.00
(Bank premises owned are subject to $(none) liens
not assumed by bank)
11. Other assets
1,001.15

Horn And
Re•electe
Painting
Planned
Bereiecticn
year

Is

. "-

444

tottelyt..but mare than that it's Me

material*, the superb workmanship
and perfect fit that make Jacqueline

$3,857,658.18

so popular

We have just received a small shipment of

Iron Age Tobacco Planters
BE READY FOR THE TOBA('CO PLANTING SEASON

FOR ALL YOUR FARM SUPPLIES

461AV
HARDWARI
CO.
Omiorperobad)

Tenth and Virriala St.

Phone 232

MopktneviLle, Kentucky

in suedes and calfskin. There

$

29.

Total Capital Accounts

$ 241,924.41

30.

Total Liabilities and Capital Accounts

$3,857,658.18

MEMORANDA
I. Assets pledged or assigned to secure liabilities and for
other purposes
$ 4611,500.00
STATE OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OP' CALDWELL,
es:
I, Henry Sevis.on, president of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
HENRY SEVISON, President.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 19th day of April, 1941.
HELEN WELLS, Notary Public
My Commission expires July 14, 1049
CORRECT-Attest:
G. G. Harrelson,
Sam Koltinsky,
Cnas. Ratliff, Directors.

AT KEACH'S in Hopkinsville
Incorporated

NOW IN STOCK-Permanent finish
Marquisette Curtains with wide, full,
ruffles for a maximum of charm tailored for longer wear.

Ruffled Marquisette
61 inches each side

$11.95 pair
Ruffled Marquisette
94 inches each side

$13.95 pair
Ruffled Marquisette
Dot and Plain-98 inches each side

$15.95 pair

3 YARD CURTAINS
Ea Our Wide Range of Popular Sizes
makes it easy to curtain all your
window• alike in beauty.
Ea Choose from our fine quality ruffled
smartish's or handsome tailored panels.
ea Carefully est and expertly finished.

LACE PANELS, floral borders 4.45 and 6.95 pr.
RAYLON PANELS, misty sheer
693 pr.
PLAIN MARQUISETTE RUFFLED
CURTAINS, 7-tech ruffles
7 95 pr.
ORGANDY RUFFLED
CURTAINS, Picot F.dge
.9.95 pr
PLAIN MARQUISETTE,
Ruffled - - - double width
14.95 pr

The Drapery Shop

4.014144441Ce#frteld
We wish to announce
that our former employe and store
manager, Bill Presler, has leased

"THE
PRINCESS
HOPPE"
The store is now open under
the new management and both Bill
and Dottie shall be very glad to
serve old and new customers.

Princeton Cream And
Butter Co.

Jacqueanes
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Princeton Shoe Co.
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"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"
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GREEN BEANS, Value Brand, eat
fancy, 19 oe. can
TOMATO CATSUP, Naas, laillams,
14 am bottle
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MACARONI or SPAGIIIIITTI,
3 packages fair
Red Cm.25(
FRUIT COCKTAIL, Herat's
18 es. fan
KRAUT, Scott County
19 as. On
PEACHES, Sunshine, yellow halves
39 us. can
PEAS, Playfair, extra standard
29 es. can

DOUBLE-WIDTH CURTAINS

the new Spring

ate no finer shoes than

$3,615,733.77

CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
25. Capital Stock:
(c) Common stock, total par $75,000.00
26. Surplus
27. Undivided profits
28. Reserves

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
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beautiful styles, the quality

13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
corporations
$2,745,227 80
14. Time deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations
389,792.10
15. Deposits of United States Government (including
postal savings)
59,868.83
16. Deposits of States and political subdivisions
417,542.29
18. Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks, etc.)
3,231.06
Total Deposits
19.
$3,615,662.08
23. Other liabilities
71.69
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FOR SALE: 6 room house, 310 N.
Seminary St., 9 rooms, bath
his
downstairs, 1 master bedroom
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Butup. New furnace, garage. Will
make a nice home with income,
ler that Ensign A. G. Butler, Jr.,
)'OR ELECTRICAL Appliances
or good Investment. Shown afhas been assigned to a two-year
and Electrical Supplies, visit
ter 4 p. m. week days. Anytime
tour of shore duty at Great Lakes
Stallins and Kennedy Electric
Saturday and Sunday.
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Naval Training Station, Great
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
Lakes, Ill. Ensign Butler has had
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed
sea duty since his graduation from ONE DAY radio eerviiie on all
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Naval
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work
wall
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RED SPOT flat
paint Md. lie recently completed a tour
guaranteed. Shrewsbury's Raonly $3.00 gaL-in 11 matched
in the Mediterranean aboard the
destroyer Harland R. Dickson and
dio Shop. South Jefferson at
colors with Semi-Gloss or
Was assigned to the U. N. Assemthe Railroad. Call 433-J. tic
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the destroyer sometime in May,
trade for pair smooth mouth
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and after a 60-day leave will asmules. C. E. Dearing, 2 miles
delivery. Mitchell Implement
sume his new duties at Great
from town on Dawson Rd. lip
Co., Phone 3183,
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Lakes.
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Russell's Kornai ham bees tidied by succesaful poultry
raisers with excellent results for over 20 years. Year
after year many thousands of chick rakers use Korum
With every brood of chicks they raise.
Russell's Korunt (Improved Formula) with only 2
teaspoons to each gallon of either water or milk helps
chicks grow faster and mature earlier . . . and Korum
can be used in any kind of drinking vessel.
To get best results start using Korum with chicks or
poults at as early an age as possible. Get a supply of
Korum Today. It is economical. Pints $1. Quarts $1.75.
1/11 Gallons $3.00. Gallons $5.00.

NOW AVAILABLE; 6-8-8 and
20 percent phosphate. Immediate delivery. Mitchell ImpleIto
ment Co. Phone 3163.

*two
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Dawson
side oitY limits of
Springs on Hospital road. Law
Springs,
rence West, Dawson
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,
Ky.
FOR SALE: 6-room house, full
Outboard Motors for
basement, 2 baths, hardwood FOR SALE;
Scottto
shift
control,
Cruiser
floors, built In 1945. Just out-through local Farm Bureau; 411
percent and 47 percent. Please
order now. Call 3024 or 1787. 1 tp

BROOMS, Liberty,'five sewed
each

113(
10(
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11(
89(

DYANSHINE, SHOE POLISH, liquid
asst. colors, bottle
SHORTENING, Jewel
3 II?* can
DRIED PRUNES, Sunsweet
medium, tender, 16 oz. pkg.
LITE FLAKE FLOUR, Plain
25 pound bag

69
21
'169

CORN, Peanysaver, ershite cream al.l.12(
esuntry gentlessea, 11 as. eon
TURNIP GREENS, Staff el Life.
large 2111 es. sax
CONDENSED MILK, Sessidne,
large ma, 3 ter
PEAS, Homey Dew, early June.
standard 19 as. can
PEANUT BUTTER, EnehantreNs
16 as. jai.
SHOE POLISH, Griffin,
ABC Wax,can.

FURNITURE POLISH, Crescent
24 es. bottle
DRIED APPLES, Iris, extra choice
sliced, 8 ox. pkg.
TOMATOES, May Day
19 ca. can
GRAPE JAM, Sinueker's
2 lb. jar

41

25(
43(

DAISY CHEESE, fell cream
pound

SILVER POLISH, Wright's
jar

OLEOMARGARINE, Ml Choice
pound
SODA CRACKERS, Oven/dst
2 lb. box

PORK & BEANS, By. Beauty
2, laws. cans

SALAD DRESSING, Table Garden
quart Jar

41(
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FRESH BOSTON BUTTS
pound
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FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

GREEN BEANS, stringless, snap,
pound
YELLOW SQUASH, Baby
Hubbard, lb.

20(

YELLOW ONIONS
pound
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MEAT SPECIALS
SLICED BACON
1 lb. layers, lb.
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Red Front Stores
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily
WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A M
WILIS 6 P. M. Owensboro.,
Ky., Week Days
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